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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, July 17, 1971

In Our f2rul Year

Seen&Heard Economic Advisor Predicts
Around
Recession Coming To EndMurray

Kentucky Is In Good Shape

When you are riding on an
airliner, you have a more positive
opinion concerning skyjacking
and what should be done with the
skyjacker. We don'w ant
anybody fooling with that fellow
up there in the cockpit. We want
him to concentrate on his job with
nothing to distract him.
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By Herb Sparrow
FRANKFORT, (UPI)—The
chairman of the State Council of
Economic Advisors predicted
Thursday that the recession is
coming to an end and that
Kentucky has weathered it better
than the nation as a whole.
Dr. Charles Haywood, Dean of
the College of Business and
Economics at the University of
Kentucky, made his remarks
council's first
following the
working session at the Capitol
here.
"The U. S. economy will be
expanding within the next year,"
Haywood said, "and the
economIc expansion in the U. S.
will be reflected in expansion in
Kentucky."
Haywood said that both
nonand
manufacturing

10* Per Copy

Ernie Williams Is
Quota Club Speaker
Ernie Williams was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Murray Quota Club on Tuesday
at noon at the Southside
Restaurant.
Williams, a pre-law student at
Murray State University, spoke
on the subject, "How To Tell A
Democrat From A Republican",
quoting from an article written
by Will Stanton published in the
November 1962 issue of
the
"Ladies Home Journal".
The guest speaker was appointed last year by President
Nixon as Youth Chariman for the
White House Conference on
Children and Youth. He is an
honor graduate of Murray High
School where he served as drum
major for the band, and is now a
student at Murray State
University majoring in English
and minoring in speech and
psychology. He plans to attend
law school. He is now serving as
president
of the Christian
Student Center.
Ruth
Blackwood,
Mrs.
program chairman, introduced
Williams at the meeting.
The Quota Club president, Mrs.
Heloise Roberts, presided.
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Fiscal Court
Adds $5000 To
Road Contract

manufacturing employment in economic growth.
Kentucky is one the rise after Although not going into details,
Haywood projected a "somewhat
slow starts this year.
in
increase"
The Council was created by the higher
last General Assembly to advise nonagriculture jobs in the next
The Calloway County Fiscal have been paid.
and plan programs for the future decade than in the last 10 years,
whose growth he termed "very
Court at its regular session on The court accepted the bid
economic growth of the state.
Thursday morning passed a from Taylor Motors for a two ton
Haywood said Thursday's good."
resolution with the state to International dump truck for use
meeting covered a wide range of Haywood refused to predict if
Rev. Gerald Owes
supplement $5000.00 more to the by the Calloway County Road
basic problems, with future 200,000 jobs could be created in
Dr. Harry U. Whayne drops in
meetings dealing with more the next four years, as has been
county for road maintenance that Department. Taylor Motors
yesterday with two lovely
specifics. He said the council's set as the goal of Ftepublicgn
the original contract had stated. submitted the lowest bid for the
daughters. He and his family are
Records show that the original truck.
first report would be submitted to gubernatorial candidate Thornlis
leaving for Panama Sunday for a
the Governor within the next few Ernberton.
contract was for $109,930.00, but James Wisehart who resides on
two year stint of duty.
weeks.
"That is a policy goal,"
the new contract is now for the Hazel-Pleasant Grove Road,
Haywood said the council was Haywood said, "and if it is
$114,793.00.
appeared before the Department
Harry looks in good shape and it
very close ties with the
In other action the court or- to rebuild the road. No action was
achieved it will depend on the
appears his work is agreeing with
president's council of economic policies pursued."
The West Fork Baptist Church, dered County Jailer Hue! taken at this time on the matter.
him.
advisors, the Wharton School of "We can begin to have an
located on Mayfield Highway 121 (Vihimpy) Jones to burn the Two roads in the county were
Finance and the University of optimistic outlook," he added
West of Stella, will hold its annual hospital bonds and coupons that accepted for maintenance by the
It's against the law to shoot
C lifornia at Los Angeles, which "as the country gets back on a
revival meeting starting MonCourt. They are the Herman
Hawks, Buzzards, Owls, Eagles.
have very detailed statistical growth pattern, so will Kenday, July 19.
Darnell-Calloway-Graves County
In fact you can't even get one
tables for projections of tucky."
Line Road and the Wilson-Jones
stuffed or mounted without a
Rev. Gerald Owen will be
In addition to Haywood, other
Road.
Permit.
evangelist for the services to be
Tax Levies
members of the council are Orin
held each evening at 7:30. Rev.
Atkins, president of Ashland Oil,
The Antioch Church of Christ, At the meeting of the Fiscal
We've had this Red Tail Hawk for
Owen is teacher at the MidJohn Hardwick, Chairman of the
located near Browns Grove, will Court held at the close of the
some months new in the freezer,
Continent Baptist College,
board of the Louisville Trust Co.,
'have its gosel meeting starting fiscal year on June 30, the Court ,
in a plastic bag intending to have
Mayfield, and serves as an inWilliam Kendell, president ad
Sunday, July 18,4and continuing imposed the tax levies for the
it mounted. We run into Paul
terim pastor.
budgets of the Calloway County
Louisville and Nashville Railroad
through Sunday, July 25.
Black and we asked him about it.
The song service will be
Board of Education, the Murray
and Clair F. Vough, vice
Bro.
James
Shockley
will
be
Paul runs a taxidermy place on
directed by Alvin Usrey. Mrs.
By United Press International labor agreements for the president for office products
the visiting evangelist speaking Independent School Board of
Murray Route Six.
A grim picture was painted nation's mailmen. But the manufacturing for IBM.
"Love Means Sometimes Waburn Wyatt is the pianist.
at the services each day at three Education, and the Calloway
The church and the pastor,
The council met Thursday with Saying You're Sorry" will be the
750,000
workers
want
job
today
as
labor
scene
on
the
p.m.and eight p.m. The public is County Fiscal Court.
Tells us we have to get a permit,
Gov. Louie B. Nunn along with subject of the sermon by Rev. Rev. Heyward Roberts, urge the invited
security
and
wages
remain
an
strikes
against
selective
the
to attend, a church The rate for the County Board
so we call Jerry Maupin and he
Finance Commissioner Albert Jerrell White at the 10:50 a.m. public to attend.
of Education was set at 33.0e for
spokesman said.
directs us to Arnold Mitchell, Union Pacific and Southern issue. The Postal Service said it Christen, Revenue
general purpose, for Sinking
Commissioner service on Sunday, July 18, at the
considers
the
deadline
for
the
moved
Railroads
into
the
Director of Game for the
James E. Luckett and others Memorial Baptist Church,
Fund, for Special Voted School
new
contract
to
be
midnight
Management
offiday.
second
Department of Fish & Wildlife
from the revenue and commerce located at 10th and Main Streets,
building fund ( KRS 160.477), for
Resources. The Hawk we have cials retaliated against the Sunday. If an agreement te"hot departments,and other
special voted tax for general
advisors. Murray.
was poisoned last year in Fulton United Transportation Union by rea-hed the issues are to go to
school purposes(KRS 157.440) on
At the 7:30p.m. service, a color
when that city was invaded by imposing new work rules—the final arbitration.
the
one hundred dollars valuation
nation's
labor
disputes
The
dispute—on
other
the
reason
One",
for
film,
"Just
will be shown.
thousands of Grackels. Aphave become further complicatSunday School will be held at The Calloway County Red veterans had received various on all property subject to comparently the Hawks gathered to railroads.
9:40 a.m. with the Sunday lesson Cross Board of Directors met at services. Quotas were met in mon school tax, 38c for bank tax,
feed on the Grackels and when The new rules Friday result- ed by sabotage, vandalism,
violence
and
arrests
in
the
on
of
mass
"Ways to Help", and Training the courthouse recently to regard to Ft. Campbell. Plans for domestic life insurance
firings
the
ed
in
somebody tried to poison the
Union will be at 6:30 p.m. on the review the work of the chapter are being made for the con- company,$2.00 for capitation tax
smaller birds, the Hawks got into employes on other railroads telephone strike. The railroad
during the year and to elect of- tinuance of these projects, with on male citizens, and utility three
topic, "The Minority View".
the poison too or ate some and tremendous pay cuts for strike has halted the shipments
per cent for permissive tax as
cars
of
of
hundreds
wheat
of
ficers and board members.
Mrs.
Voris
those
still
on
the
job.
Sanderson,
the
hopes of mailing this year's
poisoned Grackels.
The third annual Douglas ,
(Continued on Page Eight)
The Mem a&rMkbeison from Ranee and Nebraska and homecoming will be held at Mel sliurch secretary, will be away
Directors named were Robert,Christmas bags in September
Anyway,we got one of the Hawks called union and management the shipping strike has cost Woodmen of the World building, from the office this week while 0. Miller, Harvey Ellis Mrs. She reported that five swimand put it in the freezer. Now back together today to try and thousands of dollars a day in Murray, on Saturday, August 14. she is attending an Institute for Curtis Hays, Karl Hussung, and ruing sessions at the Murray
we've got to wait for a reply to end the decade-old fight over lost port fees.
Pool
provided
The last day for local people to Church-related secretaries in Mrs. Merritt Lawson.Officers for University
fiscal year 1971-72 will be swimming and lifesaving lessons
our inquery to Mr. Mitchell the work rules, with hopes of In the telephone strike, talks register for the homecoming will Louisville
were
continuing
on
a
local
resolving
the
issues
basis
before
the
chairman, Robert Moyer, vice for 403 Calloway Countians; a
before we can get it mounted.
be on Saturday, July 31.
strike spread. The UTU next at various points across the Registration will be held at the
Holmes
Ellis, First Aid program provided
DOG TO BE GIVEN AWAY chairman,
secretary, Mrs. Lawson, and training in safety for bus drivers,
Charles Guthrie began his
The Red Tail is a beautiful bird, week could walk out on three nation, but with little ',ogress. Blue Heaven Cafe from one p.m.
Puppy, four months old, treasurer, Sid Easley.
living mostly on varmits of one more railroads.
school principals, rescue squad duties as educational assistant on
to five p.m.
female, is free to someone for a
However, the walkout against
The board was told of the members, industrial employees, a part-time basis for the summer
kind of another and hardly ever
Registration for out of town pet. The
Carson
Reunion
Family
owner said the dog would results of the 1971 Fund Camthe
railroads
Friday
morning
chicken.
himself
a
gets
and others. Courses in Home months at the First United
guests starts at eight a.m and make
a child a good pet. Call 753- paign which was considerably
was just another thorn in 'the
Nursing, Mother and Baby Care Methodist Church on Monday,
August
14
three
p.m.
on
lasts
until
Planned
On
August 14
3628 for further information.
below the goal and lower than were taught, and many high July 12.
Coming back through Nashville side of a nation suffering under
at the WOW building.
that raised in 1969 and 1970. The school and university students
The Council on Ministries of the
the other evening we stopped at a the mounting pressures of The Carson Family Association
chapter faces the choice of participated in classes taught by church made the recommotel and the folks there had a strikes.
has announced the first reunion
A half million telephone of the Carson and related
which
cutting back services. or at- Red Cross instructors and using mendation
was
baby bird they found in the
tempting to raise the additional Red Cross materials and text. unanimously approved by the
driveway. They thought it was a workers remained out of work families at noon on August 14 at
funds. Total funds collected and books.
Administrative Board for Mr.
baby hawk of some kind. It was a today; the copper industry, the William Whitley State Shrine,
pledged are $6755, of which $3889
Guthrie to be employed for the
baby Nighthawk,an insect eater, with little progress, attempted located on U. S. Highway 150
(Continued on Page Eight )
would be used to maintain all
months of July, August, and
who flies around at dusk emitting to reach a settlement in a between Stanford and Crab
expenses
September. He will be working
of
the
local
office,
the
a wierd cry. Told them to put the strike which has idled 39,000; 25 Orchard, Kentucky.
The combined Oaks-Calloway Swimming in the competition
primarily with the program of
bird next door in a vacant lot and West Coast ports remained The luncheon will be buffet Country Clubs' swimming team for girls 14 years and under, remainder being set aside for
Christian Education for children
inits mother would take care of it. closed because of a longshore- style. The program will consist of splashed its way to its first win of Rhonda won the individual military, national, and
men's strike with no talks old time singing and a talk by the season Wednesday by medley, freestyle, backstroke, ternational projects.
and youth.
A report of chapter activities
Guthrie, a graduate of McBaby birds always elicit sym- scheduled, and similar stale- Mrs. Alberta Kirkwood of Hood defeating a team of swimmers breaststroke and butterfly
pathy, but there is a little a mates were reported in strikes River, Oregon on the Carson from the Russellville Country events, and teamed up with said that the local office provided Bro. Roy Beasley will be Murray College, a Methodist
human being can do to help them. against the telegraph and farm family of America and Kentucky. Club 299 to 233 points in a meet at Donna
Michelle 24 hour, 7 days a week military speaking on the subject, "Death institution, in Abilene, Texas, is
Keller,
Mrs. Kirkwood is the author of a Russellville.
Best thing to do is leave them manufacturing industries.
and
Emily Gore to coverage, service to veterans in In The Pot", at the 10:40 a.m. presently working on his M. A. at
Richardson
where you find them. The parents Adding to the headaches was book on the Carsons now going to It was the team's first win in win the 100-yard medley relay. filing for benefits, service to services on Sunday, July 18, at Murray State University. His
the Seventh and Poplar Church of goal is to be a Director of
are usually near by and will an announcement by Assistant press.
four starts, having lost earlier to Martha Lyle Pitman of the military families and depenChristian Education in a local
continue to feed them. They are Labor Secretary William J. For luncheon arrangements, teams from Hopkintrville. Cape Oaks club was the second top dents, and a broad range of Christ.
The scripture from II Kings church and his major work at
extremely vulnerable for a few Usery Jr., Friday that he has those interested are asked to Girardeau, Mo., and Paducah. point winner for Murray with 25 educational programs.
Mrs. Jean
Blankenship, 4:38-41 will be read by J. H. McMurray College was in the
days, but once they get past that called union representatives write or call Leonard E. Carson, Rhonda Garland of the points. She won four individual
freestyle, Chapter Executive Secretary, Walston with Joe Garland and S. field of secular and religious
stage they can make it on their and the new postal service Chairman, Carson Family Calloway
was the events—the
club
together for round-the-clock Association, Route One Stanford Murrayans' leading swimmer, backstroke, breaststroke and reported that 253 actions had V. Foy leading the opening and education.
own.
talks on a contract.
He is 34 years old and a retired
Kentucky 40484. All are invited to piling up 27,4 points by winning butterfly—for girls eight years been taken on behalf of ser- closing prayers.
The semi-private US. Postal attend and are asked to bring five individual events and old and under and was a member vicemen from this county and 98 "Ile Story of Stephen" will be Air Force non-commission of.
the sermon topic for Bro.
ficer who served both in tfrie
Most of them eat continuously Service took over the mails records on the Carson and related swimming as a member of one at of the winning relay team in the
FRER DOG
Beasley at the six p.m. service Marines and Air Force. During
and only the mother bird knows July 1 and Congress wrote all families.
the winning Murray relay teams. medley and freestyle comDog, six months old, Vs Ger- with Paul Ragsdale reading the his years in the service
he was
what to poke into them.
petitions.
man Shepherd and 44 English scripture from Acts 7:54-8:2. active in the work
of the
(Continued on Page Eight;
Shepherd,
is
free
to
someone
for
Prayers will be led by Billy Nix chaplain's division.
+WO
The track coach at a Texas
a pet. The dog has had its shots and Johnny Bohannon,
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie and their
university was dismayed by the
and will make a good pet. For Ronnie McNutt will make the two children, Joni and Marty
lack of talent evidenced by the
information call 753-3323 after announcements and Don Maley live at 1603 College Farm
candidates who turned out for the
Road,
five
p.m.
will direct the song service.
Murray.
was
he
practice,
so
first spring
interested, but skeptical, when
The Business and Professional
one gaunt recruit announced that
Women's Club met at the Caphe could jump seven feet. The
tain's Kitchen on Thursday, at
coach let him to the high jump pit
6:30 p.m. with the president,
and set the bar at seven feet.
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, presiding.
"All right, kit" grunted, ''let's
Mrs. Vernon Nance presented
see you do it."
the club budget for 1971-72 which
The recruit asked, "Where's
was accepted by the members.
the pole'"
WASHINGTON UPI 1—If you mink business
The president appointed Mrs.
draft apparently has not aftected the recruiting
Felix Dunn as chairman of is bad all over, you hawn't talked to an army
picture. The Selective Service has cancelled its
Business Women's Week and recruiter
draft calls for July and August-the first zero
Despite record public disenchantment with the
Mrs. Laura Jennings as chairdraft in 10 years-while Congress wrangles over
man of Handicrafts and the Vietnarne War, young men still are volunteering
a new two-year extension of the Selective Service
for the military in sufficient numbers to keep
November Birthday party.
Act. Meanwhile, the military has lost authority
Miss Doris Rowland, mem- smiles on faces of recruiting sergeants.
to induct new recruits.
The primary reason, according to
chairman announced
bership
a UPI
In taking its poll, UPI suspected that draftMostly fair across the state
that the green team won over the nationwide poll, is clearly the lackluster state of
eligible men might be delaying their military
today and tonight except for
gold team for this month in the the U. S. economy.
decisions until Congress ap approves a new bill.
isolated afternoon and evening
Out of school and with no job prospects, young
membership contest being
But dozens of recruiters interviewed across the
thundershowers north portion.
conducted. Green and gold are then are turning to the military as their emnation were nearly unanimous
that the
Considerable cloudiness Sunday
ployer of last resort.
the clubs colors.
disruption of the draft machinery would be
with widely scattered thunThere are other factors. The prospect of better
The group was led in the
short-lived and have little effect on recruiting.
derstorms more numerous west
repeating of the "Club Collect" pay for first-year enlisted men, guaranteed
A San Francisco Army recruiter said enlisthalf. Little change in temby Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale. Mrs. European duty and the chance to learn a skill.
ments were up 10 percent there for men with no
peratures through Sunday. Highs
THE BOSSES GO BACK TO WORK—Executive and supervisory personnifliWian the
Roy Gibson, wife of the minister The Army's intensive advertising campaign also
military background and an impressive 25
switchboards at Pacific Telephone and Telegraph in San Francisco while the Comtoday and Sunday mostly in the
of the Cherry Corner Baptist has paid off.
percent for jobless veterans who had been
munications
Workers
are
on
strike. Thistscene is repeated over the nation.
110s. Lows tonight in the I.
Curiously, the temporary suspension of the
Church, was a visitor.
dicharged and now wanted back in the service.

Grim Picture Painted
On Labor Scene Today

Rev. Gerald Owen
Is Evangelist For
West Fork Revival

Revival Planned
At Antioch Church

Rev,. White Gives
Topic For Sermon

Local Red Cross Names
Board For Fiscal Year

Homecoming To Be
Held For Douglas
Here On August 14

Guthrie Named
By The Church

Oaks-Calloway Swim Team
Beats Russellville Team

Sermon Topics Are
Listed For Sunday

Women's Club Has
Meet On Thursday

No Draft Law Has Little
Effect On Army Volunteers

The Weather
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Ten Years Ago Today
LRD43k131 I Taxes FILI

Deaths reported are Elmus Carson, age 86, Mrs. Artie ( Mae
Millerj Waldrop, Elwood Wales, and Talmadge G. James,age 73.
Cecilia Wallce, Kaye Wallis, Jan Jones, Barbara Brown, Diane
Shuffett, Mary Jo Oakley, Sherry McCuiston, Greer Houston,
Vicky Spiceland, and Debbie Dibble, Murray High School
majorettes, attended the Dixie National Baton Twirling Camp at
the University of Mississippi.
Paul Shahan will direct the Murray State College band in the
first of its annual "Straw Hat" concerts on July 19.
Ronnie Like, Charles Paschall, Carl Howard, Charles Perry,
Thomas Smith, and Edward Hale, Calloway County High School
officers of the Future Farmers of America chapter, with their
advisor , Carmon Parks, attended the state leadership training
camp at Hardinsburg.

20 Years Ago Today
LIIH31101,•TIM= MLR

Mrs. Elizabeth Whitnah,age 82, died yesterday at the home
of
her daughter, Miss Roberta Whitnah of Murray.
Jackie Geurin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Geurin, was
the
winner of the Calloway County Tractor Driving contest held
July
14 in connection with the Farm Bureau picnic at the City
Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Palmer are the parents of a girl born
this
',veldt at the Murry Hospital.
The marriage of Miss Sue Jones, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
Luther Jones of Murray, to Pvt. Joe Outland,son of Mr. and
Mrs.
Leonard Outland of Hazel, took place on July 14.

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
EXECUTIVE VICE PEESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council
THE WELFARE EXPLOSION

rEL.

Appointed,
Blue-Gold
Vice Admiral James F.
Calvert, Superintendent of the
United States Naval Academy,
Annapolis, Maryland, has anof
nounced the appointment
Daniel W. Terhune of Frankfort,
Kentucky, to serve
as a
representative of the Naval
Academy's Blue and Gold Team.
As a team member he will work
with Naval Personnel Officers
throughout the nation in a
program of Naval Academy
Information dissimination.
The purpose for designating
individuals as Blue and Gold
officers is to provide, through a
a
coordinated team effort,
means to identify and counsel
outstanding young men who may
be qualified for Annapolis
training. The orientation and
selection program is designed to
stimulate exceptional young men
to give serious consideration to
making the Naval service a
career as a Naval Officer.
graduate of
Terhune is a
Murray State University where
he received his master's degree
in 1956. He is employed as
Director of Personnel for the
Department of Education. He is
vice chairman of the Governor's
Personnel Council, a board
member and Executive Comthe Inmittee member of
ternational Personnel Research
Council, a board member of the
Kentucky Career Employee's
Association, a member of
numerous personnel and personnel related organizations, and
a personnel consultant for the
Navy League of the United
States.
He is a World War II veteran of
both the U. S. Marine Corps and
the U. S. Navy where he served
with the aviation branch
throughout the South Pacific. He
is also currently serving as Vice
President of
the Kentucky
Council of the Navy League.
Terhune is married to the
former Joy Sturgill of Hindman,
Kentucky. Mrs. Terhune is a
Professor of Library Science at
the University of Kentucky. They
have two sons, Paul and David.
Paul is currently in primary
training in the U.S. Marine Corps
aviation program which leads to
the designation of Naval Aviator.
Davis is in the Navy serving as a
communications
technician
aboard the U. S. S. Springfield,
flagship of the 6th Fleet.
The family resides at 1215
Miami Trail. The Terhunes are
former residents of Murray.

Department Of
Agriculture To
Sponsor Show

Lief A DONKEY!
'

DEFICIT

4pErloING

Day of robot fighters
may not be far away
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
A U. S. Air Force pilot
sometime in the next few
months will climb into a fighter
cockpit, rev up the engine, taxi
out and take off. Then he'll
dirnb to altitude, trim his
aircraft and turn around to
have a cup of coffee with a
buddy.
Not as fantastic as it sounds.
This sequence will be possible
because ;he pilot will be flying
what may become the U. S. Air
Force fighter plane of
tomorrow - a remotely
trolled craft flown by an earthbound pilot via television and
radar.
After the coffee, the airman
will step back to his TV-radar
console to conduct the first
remotely controlled air-to-air
battle ever fought, unless the
Russians get there first.
These and other Buck
Roge.rish events will occur
reasonably soon at Edwards
Air Force Base, Calif., and will
involve a Ryan BMQ-34
Firebee 1 drone, modified with
oversize wings and equipped
with a nose-mounted TV
camera
and
high-speed
computer link.
Enacting the role of a highperformance fighter, the robot
Firebee will go up against a
manned fighter in mock combat.
and robot craft in the skies over
the California desert may be
the first tangible step in the
development of pilotless
combat planes so air wars of
the future could be fought by
remote control.
Thus the project, opposed by
some Air Force traditionalists
but advocated by a gung-ho
group of younger officers, has
reached beyond the long-range
planning stage. The Air Force
has invited 28 U. S. aerospace
firms to submit proposals for
concept studies of the RPVs
remotely piloted vehicles.
Members of one aerospace
industry team preparing a
proposal are Teledyne Ryan
Aeronautical Co. and RCA.
Long before it was merged with

Teledyne, Ryan was a pioneer
in the drone field. It built the
first ones 22 years ago at San
Diego, Calif., and has been
designing and putting together
drones ever since.
The latest relatives in the
drone family are Firebees I
and II, the first a subsonic
aerial target, the second a
supersonic version. Firebees
for many years have been a
chief training tool for U. S.
combat airmen in all the
se.rvices.
Ryan would provide the
airframe and power plant, RCA
the TV and avionics equipment.
The Air Force has asked for the
RPV proposals by late this
month. They are to include
mission roles for air-to-air
combat; air-to-ground weapons
delivery and reconnaissance.
Under the RPV concept, the
entire face of air war could
change. There no longer would
be close-in dogfights. Pilots
instead would become consolebound jockets operating banks
of consoles in command centers hundreds of miles from the
battle scene. Their weapons
would be electronic and optional controls to join the foe in
air-to-air or air-to-ground
combat or to send up a robot
spy to snap TV photos of enemy
positions.
A robot air arm could
materialize by the late 1970s.
Air Force advocates claim that
if the RPV project is a success
it could revolutionize aerial
warfare, bring back the
relatively inexpensive massproduced military aircraft and
all but wipe out pilot losses.
The RPV also could be
developed to achieve a variety
of other missions. It could be
used as a cheap tactical
bomber, either dumping its
weapons and returning home or
plummeting into targets
kamikaze style.
Or the drone could be used as
a tactical decoy, drawing the
fire of enemy antiaircraft guns
and missiles away from
manned aircraft. The additional role of a TV and
mera-equipped spy plane is
obvious.
Robot designers claim unmanned craft could perform

tolerate even briefly.
Their turh rate could be
Stepped up to double that of
manned aircraft, thereby
giving them maneuverability
surpassing that of the most
advanced manned fighters
over a broad spectrum of
speeds and altitudes.
The Pentagon's interest in
the RPV is twofold. Even in the
high-performance aircraft of
today, pilots are becoming
increasingly more vulnerable
to the accurate and deadly fire
of sophisticated antiaircraft
defense.
Moreover, the modern
combat aircraft is so complex
and expensive that air power
seems about to price itself out
of conventional warfare. As the
price per plane climbs, the
number purchased is dropping
with each new generation of
aircraft.
Air force officials paint to the
F-47 of World War 11 which cost
only $89,000, and the F-84 of the
Korean war with a price tag of

The U.S. Senate's forthcoming action on welfare legislation will
have enormous and long-lasting effects on American society. If
the Senate approves the Family Assistance plan initially
proposed by the Nixon administration and modified by the House
Ways and Means Committee, the country will be burdened with a
vastly augmented welfare proletariat. Under the legislation
drafted by Rep. Wilbur Mills, chairman of Ways and Means, the
nation's welfare population will at least double. Perhaps 25
million non-workers will receive a guaranteed annual wage at the
expense of employed citizens and taxpayers.
A publicity juggernaut has cleared the way for H. R. 1, the
Mills-Nixon proposals. It will be very difficult to block welfare
expansion legislation or win approval for an alternative such as
The Almanac
Senate bill 2037 drafted by Sen. Carl T. Curtis (R-Neb.). The
Today is Saturday, July 17
only hope of preventing enactment of the Mills-Nixon welfare
the 198th day of 1971.
expansion plan lies with making the public aware of what.%
1
The moon is between its last
$466
Tocla
jMy.'s F-4 Phantom sells
stake.
quarter and new phase.
For $3 million and tomorrow's
If the Senate approves a doubling of the welfare population, it
The morning stars are Venus,
Air Force F-15 fighter will cost
will double the burden on the productive elements in the country.
Mars and Saturn.
at least $6 million per copy. The
Wokers must carry twice as many non-workers on their backs.
same sort of climbing price
The evening stars are MercuBut that's only part of the picture. The Mills-Nixon bill will
scale goes for Navy-and Marine
ry and Jupiter.
have especially serious effect on many semi-rural areas
Corps aircraft.
Those born on this day are
struggling to improve their economies. In June 1970, Fortune
"" On the other hand, one
under the sign of Cancer.
Magazine discussed the impact of a guaranteed annual wage
projected robot fighter that
British clergyman Isaac
plan on a basically rural county with some light industry. It is
could be launched from a
Watts was born July 17, 1674.
clear from Fortune's analysis that the impact would be
mother ship and recovered
On this day in history:
devastating. A guaranteed annual wage plan would cause many
later would cost an estimated
In 1936 the Spanish Civil War
workers employed at the minimum wage to give up their jobs and
$250,000. It would weigh 3,500
began with Gen. Francisco
live on welfare. Such legislation, the article made clear, would
pounds including weapons
Franco leading army troops
undermine incentives for working.
payload, have an 18-foot wing
against the government.
span and could fly at Mach 2.5
Proponents of the Mills-Nixon plan may say that the solution is
In
1948
Southern
Democrats
- 2,-2 times the velocity of
to increase the minimum wage. Experience shows, however,
sound - for two minutes of
that minimum wage hikes eliminate jobs. A small motel or light from 13 states organized a
pursuit.
manufacturering plant in a rural county .can't pass on hgigher States' Rights party to oppose
A robot with a 250-mile range
labor costs to customers without losing cuStomers. The motel,for theTruman-Barkley ticket.TQHE
and a 2,200-pound ammunition
instance, can't raise its rates from $11.60 to $15 for a single States' Rights party presidenload would cost about $175,000.
wihtout having many travelers decide to stay at another-and tial ticket was headed by Strom
Thurmond
The -expendable" RPV
perhaps more attractive-motel in a larger community.
In 1955 Arco, Idaho, a town of
bomber, with a payload of
If the Mills-Nixon approach is approved by the Senate Finance
some
people,
1,300
became
the
about 1,500 pounds, could be
Committee and the full Senate, the country will be saddled with a
assembly-line mass-produced
new army of drones that will be impossible to satisfy. The next first community in the world to
for about $25,000 each, acCongress will be called upon to raise the guaranteed annual wage receive all light and power
cording to Pentagon estimates.
and provide additional benefits for non-workers. Congress is from atomic energy.
In 1968 a National Airlines
likely to be responsive to such demands,for the non-workers have
the ballot. Indeed the Mills-Nixon plan will be a blessing to the jetliner with 64 aboard was skyHot Prospects for High Nichol
jacked to Cuba.
Welfare Rights Union that are active in the cities.
The fastest-growing use of
A
thought
for
today:
Marcus
nickel is in high-nickel alloys,
The guaranteed annual wage concept is the worst feature of the
Tullius Cicero said, "If you
which are vital for high-temperMills-Nixon legislation. It takes the intended beneficiaries out of
aspire to the highest place, it is
ature strength and corrosion
the mainstream of American economic life and, in the words of
resistance in gas turbines, jet
Prof. Arthur A. Sheffield of Rockford College, "leaves them no disgrace to stop at the
more effectively than piloted engines and other high-tempersecond or even the third."
marooned on islands of subsidized sloth."
planes. They could be built, for ature applications. These alloys
Our society provides numerous ladders of opportunity for
example, to withstand the consumed 72 million pounds of
people who want to work. But the federal government, in recent
impact of 12-G sustained nickel in 1960; 135 milMon
years, has done its best to knock down thos ladders and provide
velocity, nearly double the pounds in 1970, and are expected
an escalator in the form of subsidized idleness. The food stamp
cavity pull a veteran pilot can to require 210 million pounds in
the early 1980's.
plan,for example, is a slap at every thrifty, working family in the
by Carl Riblet Jr.
country. In towns and cities across the nation one sees ableThe U. S. Public Health Service has compiled
•••••
••
•
bodied and often well-dressed men and women line up for food
•
•
•
•* *•
If •
•-IF•
•
•
•
•
•*•
statistics that show single people suffer less from
•41
stamps-while classified ads for workers go unanswered and
ADULTS
dizziness
than
married
people.
So
what's
new?
home-owners find it dificult to hire domestic help or even babyALL
"Bachelor—a person of either sex who
sitters. The food stamp recipients even complain that they have
has managed to stay off the marryto stand in line for the handouts. Public officials, mindful of the
go-round."
'st
if •
voting power of the dependent population, hasten to provide
—Dictionary of Opinions
•
quicker service and even vans to deliver food stamps to outlying
areas. The working, taxpaying citizen doesn't get that kind of
service from officeholders The official solicitude is lavished on
•
4:80,7:45,.
the indolent.
•
Aiso
Do the American people want more of the same? Do they truly
•
Stove McQueen
want the welfare population to be doubled?..Do they want officials
AS
II any man come to me, and hate not his father, and mother, •
to cater even more to the dependent people in our society? It is
•
and wife, and children, and brethren, and sisters, yea, and his •
hard to believe that working americans don't let their senators
BULLITT
•
Sat
&
Sun
•
2:15,
3:40,
5:05,
own life also, he cannot be my disciple.-Leke 14:26.
•
know-right away-that they oppose expansion of the welfare
Sun.
Sat.
&
2.00,
a
5:45,
9:35
6:30, 7:55, 9:20
Only when we love God aright will we be able to love others in
syste The current Senate hearings may be the last chance for
•
• Mon & Tue 7:30, 9:30
LATE SHOW Sat. 1100
•
proper perspective, first things first.
productive citizetis to stop the welfare explosion.
••*•*••••et
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Agriculture
Com- emphasis should be placed upon
State
missioner J. Robert Miller an- feeder calves.
nounced last week that the "Since we are a grain deficit
Department of state," Miller added, "I feel our
Kentucky
Agriculture is making plans to future lies with feeder calves
sponsor a feeder calf show and rather than market cattle."
Miller said all beef cattle
sale this fall.
"With the increased production groups and breed associations
of feeder calves in Kentucky", are being asked to cooperate with
Miller said, -we feel that there this new show and sale program.
should be an educational and A meeting with representatives
promotional show and sale to of these groups is being planned
in the next few days at which
serve this growing industry."
Miller said that the proposed time the details with be finalized.
show and sale is not designed to
take the place of feeder calf sales ANTI-HUNGER STRIKE
already in existance. He said the DIXON, Ill. (UPI)-Prisoners
new show and sale will be aimed at the Lee County Law
at improving the quality of calves Enforcement Center refused to
being produced on Kentucky return to their cells Wednesday
farms.
night because their lunch was
"Kentucky farmers produced late.
some 800,000 head of feeder Chief Deputy Sheriff Arnold
calves last year, with less than Ranken tried to make amends
40,000 of these being sold through by explaining It was the regular
organizatd sales. As more and cook's day off; she did not
more farmers turn to feeder calf know her substitute was on a
production, or increase their vacation; when she found out.)
breeding herds, we feel it im- she went back to the jail ancL
perative that greater emphasis whipped up a hearty meat_
be placed on quality animals," complete with blueberry pie,
Miller said.
but 24 hours late.
"The type pf show we are
planning," Miller continued,
"will provide them an op- DOUBLE SURPRISE
portunity of seeing animals
BILLINGHAM, England
graded and judged according to (UPI)-Rose Brennan, 37-yearUSDA standards. This will in old mother of five, has been'
turn enable them to better judge told to expect what she thought
and evaluate the type of animals was impossible. Doctors sajip
they are producing, or should be she is going to have twins-twill,
producing on their own farms." years after being sterilized. ,
Miller, noting that the State "I just can't understand
what:
Department of Agriculture has has gone wrong," she saki
been conducting steer shows for a Thursday. "I'm back where I
number of years, said greater started."
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starving.
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wants to know. I
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rabbits, the you
raise, but it coulc
squirrel, or birds
kind-hearted ind
rescuing young
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Secondly, even
rabbit killed or n
young rabbits to
remote. The reas
feed a young rabl
is not available.
So, with the n
doting
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young wildlife at
procedure. Likel;
been taken to a
even there, in all
In the third pla
protected animal
permit from the
Resources. Such
after the facilitiei
been inspected.
And fourth, if
and had raised a'
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So the rescuer
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efforts to help frt
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wild things in the f
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New Canoe
A new gluae to car
about 150 miles of strea
Obed-Emory Rivers s
now available for camc
river floaters, publish(
by the East Tenness
Water Club,the Tennem
Rivers Association,
Tennessee Valley Auth
The Emory and its tr
located in the Ci
Wartburg-Harriman ar
Tennessee, drop fi
Cumberland Plateau
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Dove Hunters Good
Have 70 Days
Again This Year Now

News for Campers: Useful Boat
Instant Hot Water Accessories.

A person shopping for a new
•
boat and motor may find it rather
FRANKFORT—Kentucky dove
different than shopping for an
hunters will again this year have
automobile or refrigerator. Such
70 days in which to hunt but each
Items usually stand rather by
of those days will be one-half hour
RESCUERS OF BABY ANIMALS
themselves on showroom floors,
shorter, hunting -wise, and the
but in a typical marine dealer's
MAY 'LOVE THEM TO DEATH'
place, boats and motors stand
FRANKFORT,Ky.—There's hardly a day goes by daily bag limit has been reduced
from 18 to 12, according to
amidst counters and wall
but that someone calls the Department of Fish and regulations set by the Kentucky
displays of literally hundreds of
Wildlife and in a most sanctimonious voice reports Fish and Wildlife Commission.
marine items.
having found and confiscated a nest of baby rabbits In adopting the regulations,
It helps to know right away that
a large number of these items are
and says he is protecting them in a shoe box in his from the framework submitted
by the U. S. Department of Inapt to be sailboat, general
home.
terior, the Commission opted to
novelty
maintenance and
The caller goes on that apparently the mother follow a pattern set by a number
products, and so you as a
bunny had deserted its young because it could not be of other states and "stop the
powerboat prospect can forget
seen around and the young rabbits actually had shooting" at one-half hour before
about them right away. From
there on say the boating experts
crawled from the nest, perhaps because they were sunset (prevailing time) rather
than at sunset as in previous
at Mercury outboards, you'll
starving.
years. Shooting hours will begin
have no trouble concentrating on
Now, what to do about this situation, the caller at 12 Noon prevailing time.
boats and motors.
wants to know. The young rabbits have become a
The season will begin SepOnce you have chosen your
burden, and he wants to get rid of them.
tember 1 and continue through
boat and powerplant, you can ask
The instance used is a theoretical one and we use October 31, reopen on December
the salesman to show you items
In his shop of direct use ,aboard
rabbits, the young of which are most difficult to 1 and end on December 9. Daily
bag limit will revert from the
your boat. You've probably
raise, but it could have applied to a young deer, or experiemental 18 of the past few
already thought of such common
squirrel, or birds just as correctly. Here's what the seasons to 12. The possession
items as anchor and line, docking
kind-hearted individual did wrong in the case of limit will be 24.
fenders, life preservers, fire
Other migratory birds seasons
rescuing young wild animals or birds.
extinguisher, paddle and so on.
roospor draws a cup of steaming hot water from nearby stream.
So here are ideas for items you
The first mistake was picking up the so-called set by the Commission are: rails,
urged the club to establish
By JACK WOUSTON
Nov. 18-Jan. 15; woodcock, Nov.
might not have thought of but
Block Island Week. They felt
orphans. In all probability the young rabbits' mother 18-Jan. 21; Wilson snipe, Nov. 18By Central Press
NEW
YORK
(UPI)—The
rewhich experienced boaters can
that American sailors should
was nearby and would have rounded up her crew as Jan. 21, and gallinules, Nov. 18- SALT LAKE CITY, Utah—The camper, hunter, fisherman and assure
cently
concluded
Fourth
Biyou are extremely useful
patterned afyachtsman today is finding that it is possible to take most o
ennial Block Island Week brings have something
soon as she thought it was safe to show herself.
Jan. 15. Bag and poste-sion 'Units the modern conveniences of home with him on his outdoor so- afloat.
ter the famed Cowes Week in
mind
the
unigne
history
of
to
Secondly, even if the rescuer had seen the adult are: rails, 25 and 25; woodcock,5 journs.
You doubtless have some idea
England where the original
From the olden times when an outdoorsman carried his well of the places you look forward to its sponsors, the Storm Trysail America's Cup was won by the
rabbit killed or maimed, the chances of his raising and 10; vriLson snipe,8and 16, and worn
Club.
sleeping roll and placed it over a bed of leaves has evolved
15 and 30.
schooner America in 1851.
going in your new rig. Question—
young rabbits to adulthood in captivity are very gallinules,
The birth of this outstandComplete regulations gover- camping parks, camper trucks, luxurious trailers—and even how much fuel will you need to
As club officials explain it,
ing organization of ocean racremote. The reasons—because it is most difficult to ning hunting of the above species charcoal grills which work by electricity or gas.
dominant theme of Block
the
get
there?
Learn
about
your
rig's
For the more rugged individual, who occasionally has the
ing sailors, according to club
feed a young rabbit and because the food required may be obtained by writing wanderlust
to stroll off the beaten tourist path, a Salt Lake City fuel consumption an cruising historians, data back to a gale Island Week is hard racing in
Department of Fish and Wildlife company has just produce& the ultimate convenience for the speed, and check distances on that scattered the 1936 Ber- fine competition with time for
is not available.
daily camaraderie in complete
modern camper. Known as "The Little Sizzler", it is a compact official charts. Allow a sensible muda Race Fleet.
So, with the mother rabbit incapacitated, the Resourses, Frankfort, 1(y.
informality.
portable hot water heater that
reserve
to
take
care
of
changing
They say the exact time was
doting rescuer should have brought the young
can draw water from lakes,
weather and current conditions. the instant when the yacht
The camaraderie is st▪ imustreams, or any other source
aniMals to an individual who knew something about
Ask the salesman to show you Salee's mainsail blew out be- lated by a full week of social
seconds, convert it into
and,
in
young wildlife and asked his advice on the proper
various types and sizes of extra- yond repair and the storm try- activities that include trap
steaming hot water.
procedure. Likely the young animals would have
sail was set for the jury-rigged shooting, tug-of-war contests,
range tanks.
Lyle B. Grainger, president of
the company, points out that
kite-flying, even balloon flying,
been taken to a game farm or a veterinarian, but
Not to be trite, but the sun can trip home.
In the following winter of plus innumerable cocktail parthis unit is excellent for washbe hot and the rain can be wet.
even there, in all probability, they would have died.
ing, shaving or cooking since it
How about a folding top for the 1936-37, a number of crews ties and receptions.
In the third place, it's against the law to pick up
works by simply dropping an
Among the popular attractions boat? Many times each season from the ill-fated Bermuda
inlet-tube into any water supprotected animals or birds unless a person has a
More than 200 sailing craft
at Land Between the Lake's three you'll be glad you have one. They Race, including that of the Salply. Almost instantly, gallons of
permit from the Department of Fish and Wildlife
large family campgrounds is the come tailored to fit some cc, got together in New York participated in this year's
hot water are available.
summer recreation program now popular boats, and stock models from time to time and from Block Island Week.
Resources. Such a permit may be obtained only
• • •
In full swing. The program is of tops are generally easy to these informal meetings the
animals
have
after the facilities for handling such
club was founded.
First aid is now available to all "THE OUTDOORSMAN: af- conducted by college students
Membership in the Storm
select and fit to any particular
The name, Storm Trysail Tryaail Club is by invitation
been inspected.
visitors in Land Between the ter a busy day, no longer has to from Murray State University
boat.
worry about building a fire and
Club, was arrived at easily, a
And fourth, if the rescuer had obtained his permit Lakes at a health station located waiting
, and to quote from the
If you plan open-water burgee was designed and dues
for water to boil if he and Southern Illinois University
on
U.S.
Pond
Center
• By-Laws:
Golden
in
the
and had raised a wild animal to adulthood, he would
wants to make a cup of cafee who are majoring in recreation operation or will keep the boat at were set at
one bottle of
Highway 68. The new health care or wash," says Grainger.
education.
The
outdoor
and
on.
Such
an
hands
from
now
have the animal on his
a dock or mooring, consider an Jamaica rum.
“Candidates must have set
program is a cooperative effort
He explains that Many summer interns lead campers on electric cockpit pump. They
Ni) efforts were made to re- a storm trysail under storm
animal, when raised in captivity, would not be able by local physicians,TVA,and the
are finding inal l nature walks, organize campfire make these surprisingly compact cruit new members but one or
when they get to their cabin, ic activi
condition, offshore, or have
to "make it" en his own if released in the woods or ;Tennessee Mid-South Regional aP°riamen
ties and competitive
today. One of them two drifted in occasionally.. weathered a storm 'Latta under
'Medical Program to provide last is much easier to use the device games, show movies, and con- yet powerful
fides.
any
water
that
jet
overboard
The
first
annual
meeting,
with
can
greatly reduced canvass. They
than to struggle with the chore
So the rescuer, regardless of his admirable and effective treatment to the of
duct slide programs on the chances to come into the cockpit 22 attending, was held in Feb- also must be experienced blueheating the hot water storof
vacationers
who
thousands
concern for wildlife, would have been stymied in his
recreational and educational much easier and faster than you ruary, 1938,and a constitution water amateur sailors, capable visit Land Between the Lakes age tank.
in the area. can get rid of it through the ratified.
The membership of taking command of a sailing
This unit, which is now be- attractions
efforts to help from the start.
during the summer season.
ing marketed throughout the Recreation programs are also typical transom drain hole.
reached 33 in February, 1939, vessel offshore under any or
The best advice, that which is given by biologists
United States, is also conveni- conducted in Camp Energy, a
Ask to see a power-tilt ac- and dues of $4 per year were all conditions."
and all wildliefe management officials, is to leave
Registered nurses are on duty, ent to carry on a hike. "It is year-round camp designed to cessory. It's a great convenience voted.
wild things in the field. In the majority of such cases, or call, 24 hours a day at the only 15 inches high, seven accomodate organized groups of when beaching, operating in
A race committee was
inches in diameter and weighs
they say. the parent is nearby to care of their errant center, located in a TVA mobile less than eight pounds," notes tent campers, and in the Con- shallow areas and trailering. And formed in 1941 and its first
TRAP SHOOT
health station unit. Through an Grainger. He adds that it op- servation Education Center under way, a touch of the button scheduled event was a sail
The Calloway County Conyoung.
arrangement with physicians in erates on a standard 14-ounce (CEC), a 5000-acre area in the can alter lower unit tilt, and from New London, Conn., to servation Club will sponsor a trap
nearby communities the nurses propane tank.
northern portion of Land Bet- hence the propeller thrustline, Hampton, Va., in cooperation shoot on Sunday, July 18, starting
with the Hamptog Yacht Club.
Now hunters, fishermen and ween the Lakes.
are in constant phone contact
and improve speed and ride Twenty yachts participated and at 12 noon. All members and,the
plain old campers in trailers.
public are invited to attend.
programs
in
the
Although
the
A new gwae to canoeing on generally speaking, are not for with a doctor, and all treatment tents
appreciably.
and in other outdoor areas
the Storm Trysail Club was esis under supervision of the doctor
about 150 miles of streams in the the beginning canoeist.
enjoy the unpolluted campgrounds are confined to
can
finally
tablished
as
a
race-sponsoring
Obed-Emory Rivers system is The folder includes a map of on call. In case of serious illness delights of our parks and still campers within each area, the
club. The membership began
now available for canoeists and access points on these streams or accidents the nursing staff maintain that living-at-home program in the CEC is open to Between the Lakes are now to climb.
river floaters, published jointly and detailed descriptions of the refers patients to a local doctor's feeling by simply bringing his thepublic. A series of guided available at the Golden Pond
There were 67 members in
instant hot water companion Interpretive
walks is being Information office on U. S. High- the club when war broke out
by the East Tennessee White various river sections including office or hospital.
along.
conducted each week through way 68 and other information and within six months all but a
Water Club,the Tennessee Scenic access, degree of difficulty, and
August 7/ at Empire Farm and points in the area. The '71 hunting half dozen were in the services.
Rivers Association, and the canoeing conditions at various The-new.health care program
levels.
Map is the result of a study of medical practice in surrounding com- around Center Station. The walks program will open on August 21 For the duration of the war,
Tennessee Valley Authority.
streamflow
The Emory and Its tributaries, references are included for using needs of visitors in Land Between
°taber around the plant and with squirrel season. A state the dab was dormant, but the
located in the Crossville- TVA's detailed topographic the Lakes conducted last sumrner MUn
life and historic hunting license and a Land burgee flew on many beaches
cians providing service animal
Phiy
tis
eis
by the Tennessee Mid-South through the health station development of the area.
Wartburg-Harriman area of east maps.
Between the Lakes hunting from Europe to the Pacific.
Tennessee, drop from the TVA also has erected staff Regional Medical Program. The program in Land Between the
Calendar of Walks
permit are required to hunt all
Reassembled
Cumberland Plateau in spec- gages at several access points to study indicated that many Lakes are : Dr. Thornton Bryan, Center Station—Tuesday - game in the area. The hunting
When the war ended, the
tacular gorges. The new folder give floaters and canoeists a visitors need first aid attention Cadiz, Kentucky; Dr. W. H. 10:30 sin., Wednesday - 1:00 permit can be obtained free of membership was slowly
repoints out that the Obed-Emory better measure of streamflow for sunburn insect bites poison England, Grand Rivers, Ken- p.m., Thursday - 10:30 a.m., charge by presenting your assembled and in 1946 launchivy and other minor illnesses and tucky; Dr. Bill Jaackson, Saturday -11:00 a.m.
system "offers varied types of conditions.
hunting license at the in- ed a series of Memorial Day
river canoeing—from placid and Copies of the folder, 'Obed- emergencies.The purpose of the Princeton, Kentucky; Dr. R. W. Empire Farm—Wednesday - formation office in Golden Pond, rac:es which have been held
serene float trips at the head- Emory Canoe Trails", are health station is to test and Lee,Dover,Tennessee; Dr. W. N. 10:30 a.m., Sunday - 2:30 p.m. the north and south information annually since..
waters to exciting white water in available from the Tennessee demonstrate efficient means of'Richardson, Cadiz, Kentucky;
Hunting Permits Available
points on The Trace, and Center
In 1964, past Conimodore
Please be careful in hi'.
the middle sections."
Scenic Rivers Association, Box delivering this first aid care and Dr. J.Russell Ross, Murray, Small game permits for the Station in the Conservation Jakob Isbrandtsen and Everett
It warns that these streams. 3104, Nashville, Tennessee 37219. through physicians in private Kentuck .
B. Morris,
1971-72 hunting season in Land Education Center.
achti
editor
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Boating
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In I.13L
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New Canoeing Guide Available

CHEMICAL
CO, INC.
11CLENT SERVICE IS OUR
TROMP% 1/97,

HUTSON

• WARD - ELKINS
HELP PRESERVE
OUR WILDLIFE.

MAJOR BUSINESS"
Call Any Time

753-1933

Hiker
Your Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Conservation
is Your

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

RESORT
RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.
Bulk

All Makes of Guns

1109 Pogue AventiP.
Phone 75345.2

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

AlfilRORLIED DIALER 14
0
"CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPOPUITION

TAYLOR
MOTORS
POPLAR

',VEST KENTUCKY'S
TB ANSPORTAT1ON CENTER"
PHONE 713-1371

LIBERTY
Super Market

* Alpaz

* Cherokee

* Alumacraft

* Fabuglas
* Monark

Distributor

4th A

Responsibility

CYPRESS SPRINGS

0 ,AtiD

JOHNSON

NA-CHURS
Liquid Fertilizer

MOTORS

Sales and Service
New Concord, Ky

Phone 436 5496

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
• — GUNS and AMMUNITION —
1

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

•

Ij

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
CPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway

Murray, Kentucky

so, Zenith TVs

Chestnut Street

ioo Sporting Lzoods

• Murray, Ky

—•
Phone 753-2571

HELP KEEP
KENTUCKY'S
WATER CLEAN
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Pamela Joan Bragg Exchanges Vows June .1
With Michael Erwin Smith of Murray In
Ceremony At Church In Adairsville, Ga.
Friendship Baptist Church

Miss

It's a matter
of proportion

empire waistline with matBY BARBARA BRADFORD
was the setting Friday, June 18 ching lace and velvet ribbon. The
of beauutta furniture is not necessanly a
room
A
silk
of
were
sleeves
full
The First Christian Church of
long
of
the
for
wedding
p.m.
at 5:30
beautifully decorated room as many brides have learned
Adairsville, Ga., was the scene of
Marie Elizabeth Williams and organza. The headpiece was a
to their sorrow when furnishing their first nest.
on
roses
Quentin K. (Sonny) Wilson, Jr. cluster of silk organza
the impressive ceremony Sunday
This can easily happen when the actual arrangements
The Rev. Clovis Kemp of- leaves made of peau de soie and
afternoon, June 20, which united
of furniture have not been well planned in advance.
velvet and trimmed with seeded
ficiated.
in marriage Miss Pamela Joan
Haphazard groupings of seating pieces; tables and chests
The bride is the daughter of pearls. She carried a single long
Bragg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
not only look unattractive but, they are usually uncomcarntion.
of stemmed white
Williams
Mrs. Loren
J. M. Bragg of Adairsville, Ga.,
too. This can be avoided if you follow a few basic
fortable
The bride's mother chose for
Buchanan and the late Freamon
and Michael Erwin Smith, son of
grouping furniture.
when
rules
F. Williams. The bridegroom's her daughter's wedding a light
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Smith of
A good furniture arrangement has the following reblack
with
dress
are
and
crepe
Mrs.
Mr.
blue
parents
Murray. The officiating minister
quirements which newlyweds should keep in mind:
Quentin K. Wilson, Sr. of Big patent accessores. Her corsage
was Tim Hudson, minister of the
• A grouping should look attractive from all areas of
carnations.
white
was of double
Sandy.
church.
room and be well balanced to any other grouping.
the
The groom's mother, Mrs.
The bride was given in
Furniture should be arranged to allow for . ti.affio
Palms and ferns formed the
•
marriage by her brother, John Wilson, was dressed in a fitted,
These should easily move around and not through
lanes.
background for the standing
S. Williams. She wore a formal mint green brocaded silk with
grouping.
the
candelabra that created a
gown of imported silk organza matching accessories. She also
• Pieces must be kept reasonably close together for
brilliant Gothic arch for the altar.
trimmed with peau d'ange lace, wore a corsage of double white
easy conversation. People dislike shouting across a room.
Miss Ramona Brown,pianist of
with a scalloped scoop neckline, carnations.
• End tables should be of similar height to the arms
Atlanta, Ga., presented a
Following the ceremoy a
long fitted sleeves, princess
chairs and sofas. This ensures comfort.
of
program of nuptial music and
shaped bodice with a full skirt, reception was held in the church
All furniture should be balanced in height, to avoid
•
accompanied the soloist, Dean
embellished with the peau fellowship hall. Mrs. Earl
jumpy, skyline look.
a
Jacoby, director of the Atlanta
d'ange lace and seeded pearls. Williams, sister-in-law of the
• Wood pieces with fine legs should not be huddled
Christian College Choir, who
The gown featured an attached bride, served the wedding cake
together, since this creates a "leggy" look that is distractsang "My Cup Runneth Over".
lace trimmed watteau train. and Mrs. Tony DiVito and Miss
ing to the eye.
Serving the groom as best man
Her veil was of imported silk Beverly Wilson, sisters of the
• Lightly scaled furniture looks best in small rooms
illusion appliqued with peau bridegroom, poured and served
was his brother, Roy L. Smith of
because it creates an illusion of spaciousness. It often
d'ange lace and seeded pearls. the punch.
Murray.The ushers were Ballard
looks "lost" or "floating away" in a large room.
Following their wedding trip,
She carried a bouquet of white
Mauldin, Dwane Bell, and Steve
• It is best to position large pieces of furniture
the couple will be at home in
carnations.
against a wall. Bulky furniture looks larger than it is
Knight.
Mrs. Charles Hastings, sister Paris.
when placed in the middle of a room.
Miss Dawn Bragg, twin sister
of the bride, served as matron
of the bride, was maid of honor
of-honor. She wore a hot pink
wearing a nile green dotted Swiss
floor length gown of peau de
Futrell,
0.
James
Mrs.
and
Mr.
net
Her
whimsey
gown.
A-line
the mandarin
was attached to a band of self Benton Road, Murray, announce soie, accented at
the cuffs and the
material and she carried an the engagement and approaching neckline,
exhibition chrysanthemum tied marriage of their daughter,
Sandra, to Rev. Roger Joseph,
with matching satin ribbon.
The bridesmaids, Miss Nancy son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie W.
Wright, Mrs. Clayton Parker, Joseph of Kirksey.
and Mrs. Jerry Smith, were
The bride-elect is a junior at Mrs. Winnie Love and Mrs.
the cancer removed before it heritage — to name a few ingowned in pastel yellow dotted
County High School. Linda Emerson,local dealers for
Calloway
has extended to other times. fluencing factors. It comes
Swiss made like that of the maid
presently the the Stanley Home Products,
of honor. They carried yellow The groom-elect is
Your mother should have a after the rest of the child has
Hill and returned home Thursday after
Temple
the
of
pastor
with
examination, a Pap matured. In the United States,
pelvic
chrysanthemums tied
rally
sales
regional
the
United attending
ChalYel
Russell's
Q. What should I do about (cancer)smear, and possibly a it begins between 12 and 13
yellow satin ribbon.
home
and visiting the Stanley
getting vaccinated for German D and C (dilatation and curet- years of age. Young girls
Vicki Cowart, the flower girl, Methodist Churches.
office in Westfield, Mass.
solemnized
be
will
wedding
The
measles?
tage) for scrapings from the should have regular physical
scattered
bride,
cousin of the
14, at sixA.For some time now,the ef- uterus. These tests will prob- examinations and, if developyellow chrysanthemum petals on Saturday, August
in the evining at the
fects of the German measles ably make a definite diagnosis ment is progressing normally,
from a lace basket and William thirty o'clock
Temple Hill United Methodist Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. O'Kell of virus on the unborn baby have possible and should be done should be allowed their own
Smith was the ring bearer.
rate of growth. More tests and
A. Lamb Glendale, California, are the been known. If a woman is not without delay.
Mrs. Bragg, mother of the Church with Dr. Wayne
guests of her sister, Mrs. Marvin .we she has had the disease,
attempts at inducing menfriends
and
All
officiating.
bride, chose to wear a streetstruation can be made at 18.
of the couple are in- Fulton who has been a patient at she can get an antibody screenQ. In general, do many com- Because some girls
length dress of apricot bonded relatives
mature
the Murray-Calloway County ing test which will determine
attend.
to
vited
plications
birth
come
from
concorded
white
with
crepe trimmed
slowly, watchful waiting beHospital, and her brother, J. T. her immunity. If she is not imtrol
pills?
silk braid. The groom's mother,
tween 14 and 18 is the proceWallis. Mr. O'Kell is retired after mune, she may be vaccinated.
Mrs. Smith, was attired in a
dure of choice. If development
having worked in the advertising However,she must not be pregA. In general, it is safer to
becoming model of aqua bonded
is not proceeding normally,
department of a newspaper in nant at the tune of vaccination, take birth control pills than it is
acknit worn with matching
correction can be instituted or
California.
nor should she get pregnant to have a baby.
cessories. Their corsages were of
There are fewer complica- attempted at any time.
three months after rewithin
17
July
Saturday,
white carnations with yellow net
tions. It is often more advisable
ceiving the vaccine.
The regular dinner meeting of
ruching and yellow satin ribbon.
Q. Ever since my last child
Many viruses produce abnor- for a woman to run the risk of
Club will be
Shrine
Murray
the
Bride's Dress
was born, I have had trouble
malities in the developing the pill rather than the risk of a
Restaurant
Side
South
the
at
held
The lovely brunette bride was
baby. The ill effects of the Ger- pregnancy and an abortion. As holding my urine. Will this imat 6:30 p.m. The Shriners will
escorted to the altar by her father
measles virus have been with any drug or hormone that prove?
man
their wives as dinner
who gave her in marriage. Her have
proven and irrirnt4ty, there- alters normal physiology, so
By RUTH YOUNGBLOOD
guests.
A. Since your problem seems
bridal satin gown,-ninde by her
HONOLULU (UPI) —Smiling from is one of the ptegitriainis With birth control pills — their
to
have cote on after childcontinually
be
must
actions
aunt, Mrs. William Bragg ofi
for
womati'dellftfaite
prudent
a
with a newly found confidence,
Sunday, July 18
birth, probably the muscular
supervised. They are simpler
Dalton, Ga., was fashioned with
pregnancy.
walked
teen-ager
pretty
the
Junior High-Sensor High
supports of the bladder were
and surer for contraception
long Chantilly lace sleeves, The
down the runway with all the
damaged and improvement
oriental collar and a scalloped Youth Fellowship of the First grace of a professional model.
Q. My mother stopped than any other means, but they
without 'surgery may be diffipearl-accented lace panel down United Methodist Church will She had learned that even in menstruating several years cannot be prescribed without
cult. There are a few exercises
the front. The chapel train was meet for dessert and discussion a silent world, an awkward ago. Now she tells me she has knowing a woman's history and
built into the skirt and finished at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Gene girl can be transformed into a begun again. Is this unusual' doing a physical examination. that may help. You should ask
When complications arise, your doctor about them. tintorwith a bow at the waistline ending Hendon, 1200 East Dogwood graceful and polished young
A. No, this Snot unusual, but medication may be changed or
tunately,, bladder and perineal
in long streamers falling the Drive, Murray.
woman.
it is not normal and should be discontinued.
muscles and tissues are not allength of the traat
Thirty girls, all with hearing investigated. It is important to
ways elastic enough to allow a
18
July
Sunday,
The tiered veil of illusion tulle
disabilities, spend two hours know whether or not there are
baby to pass through without
Farris
M.
Cloys
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Q. Should I worry about my
was attached to a handmade
some stretching and tearing.
each week at a charm school. any tumors of the uterus or any
satin coronet outlined with will celebrate their 50th wedding Most of the subjects such as beginning cancers. The mortal- daughter's menstrual periods?
After all the children have been
house
open
an
with
anniversary
yet
not
and
old
years
14
is
She
pearls. Her colonial bouquet was
born, a repair can be very
posture. grooming, weight, ity statistics for carcinoma
mile
42
located
home,
their
at
menstruating.
of yellow King's Ransom roses,
satisfactory. This operation is
makeup and wardrobe, are (cancer ) of the uterus continue
Bristol Fairy gypsophila and east of Taylor's Store, from two designed to smooth off the to improve because the diagA. Onset of menstruation
often done when a woman is in
friends and
pearl-trimmed net showered with to five p.m. All
rough edges of any other teen- nosis is being made earlier and varies with country, race, her 40s.
narrow satin ribbon and tiny relatives are invited.
age girl. The rest are geared to
white lace bells.
give these handicapped young19
July
Monday,
At the close of the impressive
sters confidence in themselves
National
of
Chapter
Murray
double ring ceremony the couple
will have and in their future.
lighted a single candle at the Secretaries Association
p.m. at The class draws girls from
seven
at
meeting
altar, symbolizing the unity of a dinner
eight public schools in Honolulu,
their vows,and as the recessional South Side Restaurant.
including a community college.
sounded, the bride and groom
It was organized by Gail Sykes,
211
July
Tuesday,
each gave their mother a longspecialist for the deaf
auditory
The Women's Society of
stemmed red rose.
and hard of hearing at
the
of
Service
Russell's
Christian
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday - July 19, July 20, July 21
Reception
McKinley High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Bragg honored Chapel United Methodist Church
their daughter and son-in-law will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the Miss Sykes and two instrucwith a reception held in the church.
tors at the Sears Roebuck
church annex immediately
Charm School, which provides
lot
Circle
the
WSCS
the
of
First
following the ceremony. The
the 10-weeks course free, work
receiving line, made up of the United Methodist Church will together in the sessions. Miss
bridal pair, the parents and meet at the home of Mrs. E. W. Sykes came up with the idea
wedding attendants, stood before Riley, She-Wa Circle, at two p.m. for the classes when a student
a background of greenery.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order asked her if there were any
The bride's table, covered with
Rainbow for Girls will meet place she could learn about'
the
of
a lace cloth over pale green satin,
modeling.
held the two-tiered embossed at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
Laundered to
All of the girls, who range in
wedding cake with the top section
The
Woman's
lip
Missionary
20,
to
read
13
fluted
Perfection!
from
age
being supported by white
columns and topped with a Society of the First Baptist movements to some extent but
miniature bride and groom under Church will meet at 9:30 a.m, at Miss Sykes intervenes and
an arch with white satin leaves the churth. Members note explains in sign language when
Yellow roses formed a circle at change in time for this month comminication of a point is
the base of the cake. A silver only. The Council composed of difficult.
punch bowl held lime sherbert group leaders and committee
Because the girls cannot hear
punch, and cheese straws and chairmen, will meetat nine a.m.
walk, many tend to
themselves
at
church.
the
mints were served from silver
drag their feet or shuffle. And
containers.
because they have 90 little
Mrs. Chester West, Mrs. A Swim Party will beheld at
concept of sound, their speech
Calloway
County
Country
the
Mrs.
and
Ladelle Mealor,
and is not always easily
Douglas Miller of Scottsboro. Club for members of fourth to falters
sixth grades from ten a.m. to one understood, Miss Sykes said.
Ga., assisted the hosts.
Terri Bragg,sister of the bride, p.m. Each member may invite "We teach them how to walk
registered the guests at a table one non-member guest. Each is gracefully and project personaZip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
covered with white lace over to bring a sack lunch. In charge lity through speech," said Miss
of arrangements are Mesdames Sykes. "Some of the girls
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra,
for
satin.
The young couple left for a Fred Wells, chairman, gill hardly ever said a word before
wedding 'trip to Callaway Gar- Wyatt, A. B. Crass, Hunt Smock, the course but are talking
On hangers with any
dens, Ga. They are now residing Evelyn Wilson, and John frequently now."
Gregory.
drycleaning order
in Adairsville, Ga.
Out of town guests at the
The instructors. both profesWednesday, July 21
sional models, are Rhonda
wedding were Mr. and Mrs.
The Oaks Country Club W Adams and Candace Ishikawa,
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Byron Boor, Tim and Leslie Boor
of Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. Roy have its ladies invitational g but neither had had any
experience , in teaching charm
L.Smith, Teresa, Lisa, and Wade tournament. Entries incl
courses to the deaf.
Smith, Allen Grogan, Swan Bell, the six dollar fee for the
Open Daily from 7 am-b pm
and Steve Knight, all of Murray; luncheon should be made with "This class gets to you more
Ricky C,ocke of Kentucky; Mr. Saundra Edwards, phone 489- than any other classes," said
(Loaned and Ij mod by Retie • Drug Co.
and Mrs. William St. John of 2643, or by mall to Route 2, Box Miss Adams, "because you see
that they care."
Atlanta, Ga.; Mr. and Mrs. 162, Murray, Ky.
Frank Bragg of Piedmont, Ala.;
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bragg of
Smyrna, Ga.; Mr. and Mrs. L. D.
Bragg and children, of Acworth,
Ga.; Douglas Miller, Carol and
State Miller of Scottsboro, Ala.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Smith of
Murray, parents of the groom,
were hosts on Saturday evening,
June 19, at a dinner for the
wedding party and out of town
guests at Holiday Inn in Rome,
Ga.
Place cards featured wedding
rings with pink and white
flowers. The table was centered
with an epergne of white stock,
roses, and gypsophila.
The bride-elect gave her attendants charm bracelets and
Mr. Smith presented his attendants desk pens.

Miss Futrell And
Rev. Joseph Plan
August Wedding

Mr. and Mrs.Sammie Frank Cook,726 Fairlane Drive, Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Olivia Anne, to Charles Douglas Clark, Jr., son of Dr.
and Mrs. Charles Douglas Clark, Sr., of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Grady
Estel Vaughan of Starkville, Mississippi, and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Franklin Cook of Leakesville, Mississippi.
Miss Cook,a 1969 graduate of Murray High School, is a junior at
Murray State University majoring in business education. She is a
member of Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority.
Mr. Clark, a 1969 graduate of Murray High School, has completed two years at Murray State Unimersity where he is a
member of Kappa Alpha social fraternity. He is the grandson of
Mrs. Virgie Clark and the late Mr. Urban Clark of Kirksey and
the late Mr.and Mrs. Hollis Johnson of Paducah.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, September 4, at
two o'clock in the afternoon at the First Baptist Church, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited...

DEAR ABBY. Of all the letters you have had printed in
your column, does any one stand out for having created more
A MINISTER
reaction than any of the others?

DEAR ABBY: I am the most heartbroken person on
earth. I always found time to go everywhere else but to see
my old gray-haired parents. They sat at home alone loving
me just the same. It is too late now to give them those few
hours of happiness I was too selfish and too busy to give,
and now when I go to visit their graves and look at the green
grass above them I wonder if God will ever forgive me for
the heartaches I must have caused them. I pray that you
will print this, Abby, to tell those who still have their parents to visit them and show their love and respect while
there 1, still time. For it is later than you think.
'TOO LATE"
DEAR ABBY: I am just plain disgusted vfith myself.
Why? Because I'm a big, strong, fairly intelligent adult male
who has never been shy, meek or lacking in self-confidence,
yet for some crazy reason, I turn into a mealy-mouthed little
mouse when I am asked (usually during dinner], ''Do you
mind if I smoke?"
Instead of saying, "Yes, I DO mind," I hear myself
replying in my most agreeable manner, "Not at all. Go right
ahead"
Why/
NONSMOKER
DEAR NON: Because you'd rather put up with the
smoke than bear the guilt of denying the smoker his nicotine
lift, which be obviously craves. Every smoker knows that
nonsmokers do not appreciate smoke in their faces. The
booked one asks only in order to reduce his own guilt
feelings. Next time, tell the truth.
DEAR ABBY: Do you think it's a good idea for a man to
make his wife jealous once in a while just to keep her on her
MAC
toes?
DEAR MAC: Forget it. Instead of keeping her on HER
toes, you're apt to find her on your HEELS.
CONFIDENTIAL TO M. K. K. IN SIOUX CITY, IA.: My
answer ("Let the 15-year-old boy give his $um ring to his
teen-aged girl friend.") was not soap judgment on my part.
The ring belonged to the boy. Do it's his to give away, throw
away or to wear in his nose if he so chooses, and his mother
has nothing to say about it. Of coarse, It might have been
land probably wail a foolish act on the boy's part, but I can
think of no better way for a young man to learn a lesson than
to pay elle for it.
What's your problem? You'll fi,r1 better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ASHY. Boa fil:coli 1.os kngeles. Cal.
Me. For a personal repls enclose stamped addressed
envelope
Hate to write leuers• Send Si to Abby. Box 13700, Los
Angeles. t'al. 90069. for Abbv•s booklet. "How to Writ* Letters for 911 Occasions

German measles virus
affects unborn babies
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Problems in the Use
Family Practice
discussed at a se
physicians to be he
State
Barkley
Lodge on July 21
Antibiotics, psyc
drugs, cardiac drugs
problems in drug
discussed by fac
Vanderbily Universi
Medicine.
Registration be:'
a.m. on July 21 and
will adjourn at 4:
sessions will open a
and close at 4:30 p.m.
This is the second
physicians held at
sponsored by the
Academy of Genera

71

Drug Problems To Be Discussed

Problems in the Use of Drugs in Vanderbilt University School of High-strength, 18 per cent
Family Practice will be Medicine Continuing Education nickel maraging steel developed
discussed at a seminar for Division and the Tennessee Mid- by International Nickel was used
Medical for the two rear•axle driving
Regional
physicians to be held at Lake South
shafts in the BRM P163, which
State Resort Park Program.
Barkley
Grand Prix in
Dr. Thorton Bryan of Cadiz, won the Belgian
Lodge on July 21 and 72.
19'70. The shaft housings, the
is
the
program
Kentucky,
Antibiotics, psychotropic
axle yoke ends and the gearbox
steel,
drugs, cardiac drugs and special coordinator. His cilainnen are ends are also of
problems in drug therapy will be Dr. Kenneth Eblen, President, In addition to providing the
discussed by faculty from Kentucky Chapter of the strength required for this brunickel maraging
Vanderbily University School of American Academy of General tal service, an
all-important
Practice; Dr. Jules J mcNerney, steel permitted
Medicine.
Area weight reduction in the car.
Registration begins at 7:45 Southwest Kentucky
a.m. on July 21 and the program Coordinator for the Regional
will adjourn at 4:30 p.m. The Medical Program; and Dr- Paul Education Accreditation by the
sessions will open at 8:30 a.m. &awn, Director of Continuing American Academy of General
and close at 4:30 p.m. on July 22. Education, Vanderbilt University Practice.
Physicians interested in atThis is the second seminar for School of Medicine.
Teti twp-day canfereace has tending may contact any of the
physicians held at Lake Barkley
sponsored by the Kentucky been accepted
for 12- 17,2 chairmen for further inAcademy of General Practice, Prescribed Hours Continuing formation.
-

A change in government more options," Mr. Fuqua said,
regulations broadening eligibility Mr. Paul Fuqua is Chairman of
rules for farm commodities the Kentucky Agricultural
under government loan has been Stabilization and Conservation
cited as one more step toward (ASC) Committee which adimproved farm income.
ministers USDA farm programs
"It's another change in line in Kentucky.
with the policy of adding to the
Three other Wustrations of how
freedom of farmers to handle recent changes in regulations are
their farm operations as they opening more choices to farmers
think best and compete more were cited: "With prior apeffectively in the marketplace," proval, loan commodities may be
said Mr.. Fuqua., Kentucky farm delivered to points beyond the
program official.
customary delivery point.
"To start with, the Agricultural Soybean, corn, and oats loan
Act of 1970 provided more options rates are to be based on countyto farmers in the voluntary where-stored instead of countywheat, feeed grain, and cotton where-grown. More types
of
program Since then, many U. S. structures are eligible under the
Department of Agriculture farm storage facility loan
been Program.
have
regulations
broadened, also giving farmers "To non-farmers, these
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BEATEN BY REDS—Mikhail
Jakouchin, 34-year-old interpreter w h o defected
from the Soviet Union was
'cienti.beaten b y three uni.
fled Russians who tried to
kidnap him in Stockholm.
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rather
probably sound
technical," Fuqua said. "Even
farmers who aren't directly
affected may not pay much attention, and not every farmer is
affected by every change. But the
cumulative effect for agriculture
as a whole is very important.
,,
With more freedom to choose
their crops and acreage, as
•
in the Agricultural Act
provided
of 1970, and with more options in
their
• asancnad
reguladons
changesg
crops, as
are providing , farmers are
better able to improve their net
income. Improvement of farm
income is essential. Farmers
must have assurance of more
ttiirnsof
land, money,
commitment
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time, and technological linos •
how," Fuqua said.
i
change
latest
The
prermi
will
regulations
producers to enter into contract
to sell cotton, grain and similarl
handled commodities withou
loss of eligibility of these coir
modities for Commodity Credi
Corporation loans.
Eligibility is dependent on tin
producer
loss, retaining control, nal
of
and title of the corn
moditY•
This broadening of tin
mein
regulation will permit
freedom to a producer ir
marketing his commodity at the
best price obtainable, Mr. Fuqua
commented.
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STARTING MONDAY, JULY 19th, 9:00 A.M.
fti\milk.._ A SALE YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS!!

OUR GREATEST ADVANCE

44.
•

alb

SALE

WOOL

's Finest Mills to you and
Fall Woolens and Acrylics anywhere! Direct from America
quality,
Se. the Largest Selection of New
selection, nowhere else such fine
dous
tremen
a
such
else
e
Nowher
prices!
of
regular
at a mere fraction
nowhere else such low, low prices!

REGULAR $3.99 TO $5.99 YD. BRAND NEW

FROM AMERICA'S LEADING MILLS!

CS
LI
RY
AC
81
S
EN
OL
WO
FALL
lowest price ever! Brand new Fall & Winter Colors and
IIrst QuatitIt•Woolens ant$0fitJ..4'at the
60" wide. Compare these anywhere at
Patterns. Choose from thoinsiusa of yards Full bolts, 54" to
yard.
a
$5.99
$3.99 to

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

"Milliken" Plaid Wool & Nylons
"Burlington" Orions & Polyester
Washable, First Quality
Come early for best selection

"Stevens" Turbo Acrylics
"Hanora" Acrilan & Rayon
All the newest colors & weaves
Save up to 64.00 a yard

YD.

••
•
•

• •

* # * *
MILL TO YOU!
THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS OF YARDS! FROM
NEW FALL 1971
REGULAR $4.99 TO $7.99 YD. BRAND

BONDED WOOLENS & ACRYLICS

$

but this group out-values then) all!
You who sew know our past record for thrilling Wool Sales,
and Turbo Acrylics and all at
Woolens
Bonded
Finest
Thousands and thousands of yards of America's
yard'
unbelieveable savings. Compare these fine fabrics anywhere at $4.99 to $7.99 a
+
+
+
+
+
+

"Milliken" Bonded Turbo Acrylics
"Hanani" Bonded Woolens & Acrylics
"Stevens" Bonded Wool Flannels
Every yard first quality
All the new Fall 1971 patterns
You mast see these exquisite fabrics

+
+
+
+
+
+

"Carltex" Bonded Woolens
"Atwood" Bonded Tweed Coatings
"Chatham" Bonded Acrilan
Full bolts, 54" to 60" wide
All the new Fall 1971 colors
Save up to $5.22 a yard

Machine Washable
of
Knits
Sweater
Monsanto Wear-Dated
100 per cent Acrilan.
Guaranteed for a full
year of satisfactory
wear. 60" wide in all the
ew 11 colors!

BONDED KNITS

991

YD.

SWEATER KNITS

NEW FALL
2000 YARDS REGULAR $2.95 TO $3.99 YD.

Brand new Fall 1971, First Quality Bonded Knits at the
lowest price anywhere. 54" to 60" wide in solids and
fancies. 2 to 10 yard sample pieces of regular $2.99 to
$300 Bonded Knits.

77

Famous -Burlington" REG. $6.99 ACRILAN

DOOR CRASHER *
* MONDAY MORNING

•

YD

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

A

7

Changes In Regulations Aimed At Helping Income

*Grand Prix Alloy

••• s•'`.

DAY

KENTUCKY
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.,...
.;',..-,
-

PAGE FIVE

•
•

Acrylic Values in America,
We are so certain that these are the greatest wool ana
can find the same fine first quality
we will cheerfully refund your money if you
fabrics cheaper anywhere else!
Selection In Our Convenient Loy-Away'
Small Down Payment Will Hold Your

$ 77
YD.

REM//All
011SE
!OS W. WASHINGTON

SS

IF;AllaS, TENNESSEE
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Magazine Names EPA Engineers To Check Water
Toyota Corona
As A Top Car

Shipment Of New Books Is Received By Library

The state Health Department Agency in Atlanta will check
A new shipment of books has Lakes, located in western Ken- Drury. A novel of the drama, childhood dream come true. 1-3.
has asked the U. S. Government public, semi-public and rural
suspense and politics of Rita, The Weekend Rat, by
been received at the Calloway tucky and Tennessee.
to check drinking water supplies water systems, including these in
Lexington and Louisville.
County Public Library according The Last of the Giants, by C. L. America's race to put the first Sonia Levitin. Cynthia wants a
in 36 Kentucky communities.
new pet very badly, but her
F. WArren Norris, an engineer
to the librarian, Mrs. Margaret Sulzberger. The "giants" of the man on the planet Mars.
According to a department
title are De Gaulle and Churchill, The Way It Is, by Curt Flood. A choice is somewhat unusual. 4spokesman, the request was with the environmental agency,
Trevathan.
CORONA
TOYOTA'S
with Eisenhower, Adenauer and literate account by a player of his t11).
They are:
made by Commissioner William said that field studies has led to
IS SELECTED
Kennedy on a lower level. This is life and times in and out of The Stamp Act, by Alice
P. McElwain because that state improvements in drinking water
SEDAN
'BEST
AS
historical baseball.
important
Dickinson. The Stamp Act is
The Bacharach And David an
did not have sufficient personnel systems in six states. He said
UNDER $2200'
document, for the author has
presented as one of the events
the agency's report to Kentucky
Song Book, by Burt Bacharach &
make the survey.
to
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
the thoughts and ideas of
which
aroused
American
Hal David. A large-sized caught
Three engineers from the should be ready early next year.
NEWPORT
BEACH,
Calif.,
helped
men and women who
colonists to united action and
He said that special emphasis
songbook that contains 37 songs the
July 5-The editors of Road Environmental Protection
Animals of the Night, by Tony defense of their fundamental
time.
will be placed on semi-public
by composer Burt Bacharach and shape our
Track,
one
of
the
nation's
leading
Lively Commerce, by Palazzo. The animals yOo come rights. 6-9.
supplies that serve parks, trailer
lyricist Hal David. Included are The
car-enthusiast magazines, have glovebox.
Winick di Paul M. Kinsie. out after sunset are the sut,. ctof
Charles
The Story of Your Skin, by
No other car in its field offers courts, roadside restaurants and
melody lines, piano acselected
Toyota
Corona
as
the
study of prostitution in this children's book enhanced Edith Lucie Weart. A simple,
companiments, guitar chord A serious
"the best sedan under $2200" as much standard equipment at the like.
with lovely paintings. 1-4.
the United States.
clear text with attractive
no extra cost.
lettering and lyrics.
available for sale in the U. S.
Looking For Ideas, by Clair Black Troubadour: Langston illustrations. 4-6.
Available as options are a
Road
&
Track
picked
"The
UNBECOMING
Capt.
The Car Owner's Handbook, by Wallick. A display manual for Hughes.One of the most versatile
Street Poems, by Robert Thomas
Polyester doubleknits are
factory-installed air conditioning
Culver
Best
Cars
in
the
World,
1971"
and
(a
b
o v e)
authors in America is the subject Froman. A lovely book of poems
Ray Stapley. Here is a book libraries and bookstores.
good looking, easy packing and
unit,
an
AM-FM
radio
and
a
was
convicted
in a court- another list of the best cars in 10
Memoirs of Madame De La of this biography
which shaped like pictures, poems
designed to take the confusion out
speedy washing.
stereo tape deck.
Tour Du Pin. These memoirs chronicles the growth and which open eyes and un- martial in England of tak- different price categories.
of car care.
ing
part
in
an
According
anti
to
the
magazine,
the
-VietCome Back To The Farm, by provide a faithful and detailed development of a "universal derstanding. 4-up.
nam war demonstration
basic criterion for "The Best of
Jesse Stuart. A collection of record of. a young French man." 7-up.
That Jefferson Boy, by Earl May 31 in London and
of Category" was"a judgment as to •••••••••••••••••••••
stories and articles which reflect noblewoman before, during and Code: Polonaise, by Eva-Lis Schenck Miers. A warmhearted inciting
others to demonhow well the car fulfilled the
after the French Revolution. She Wuorio. Poland in World War H - and perceptive portrait of a boy strate.
Appalachia at its essence.
Culver, 32, is a San•
function for which it was intended •
The Death of Jason Darby, by spent some time in the United beneath the grim facts of war and who grew to greatness. 4-7.
ta Barbara, Calif., attorney.
in comparison with its direct •
•
Georgia Taylor. A good "goose- States on a farm in upper New oppression is found hope in the
Uncle Morgan's Ghost, by Alice
competition."
work of some children whose goal and Budd Westreich. A straying
York State.
bumpy" ghost story.
•
•
"To make this decision, it was
Muskie, by Theo Lippman & is a free Poland. 5-7.
63 Hours Till Dawn, by Gene
ghost, a gang of smugglers and a
•
of course necessary to include all•
Miller. A terrifying chronicle of Donald Hansen. An in depth The Complete Crayon Book, by group of English eccentrics
4*,
add
the various facets that go into•
-,.<
W
,
the incredible kidnapping of study of the Senator from Maine Chester Kay Alkema. A guide to to the action of this fun-filled
. . , _,,
such an evaluation: engineering,•
•
Barbara Jane Meckie.
who is a leading contender for the all the various art forms mystery. 6-9.
assembly quality, handling,
'4
Fashion Crochet, by Caroline Democratic nomination for the resulting from the use of crayons.
•
braking, reliability and so on,"•
Horne. Crochet is fun, fascinating Presidency.
5-up.
•
•
NEW YORK (UPI -Small the magazine said.
Philosophy For Modern Man, The Emergency Room, by
and very in-fashion. This little
investors tend to buy mutual Commenting in its August issue
book gives clear, concise inKay. An informative
Eleanor
by L. H. Grunebaum. For laymen
funds, and what used to show on the Toyota Corona's selection
structions and patterns for
book designed to explain
philosophy
and
beginning
up in odd-lot figures is now as the best sedan priced under
making all kinds of handmade
hospitals to children. 4-7.
students, this is a stimulating
beginning to manifest itself in $2200, Road and Track says:
Experimenting With Seeds and
fashions.
introduction to questions conmutual fund sales, The Dines "The Toyota Corona is value
The Heartland, by Stuart Legg.
Plants, by Ware Burllong. A book
cerning nature, role and scope of
Letter says. Heavy redemptions for money-nice looking, well
A chronicle,from 1600 B.C. to the
of basic information for the
philosophy, science and man,
of mutual fund shares and finished, smooth overhead-cam
present, of the nomadic tribes of
interested in the
young
person
truth and knowledge and many
heavy on-balance selling by the engine, adequate power, good
Central Asi.s who ravaged Europe
how and why of plant growth.44.
other philosophical matters.
and the Far East.
Free and Independent, by Noel Many eligible veterans now odd4otter all the way up in this four-speed gearbox, carpeting,
Political Leaders of Latin
Heloise's Hints For The
B. Gerson. A presentation of the have less than three years bull market suggest the small tinted glass, vacuum-assisted
America, by Richard Bovme. Mr.
to
use
their investor still has very tittle front disc brakes-and all for
Working Woman, by Heloise.
achievements of the United remaining
13owne portrays six modern
Here are hundreds of hints, tricks
States as a new nation in the educational benefits under the confidence in the ,ir*rlitet's $2200.
political figures who have played
current G.I. Bill. J. G. Ratliff, improvement, Dines say.and short cuts that will start
years 1781-1789. 7-up.
When "Features alone don't make a
major roles in shaping Latin
saving the working woman hours
Hello Guatemala, by Ruth Director, Louisville Regional he becomes optimistic again, car, though. It's the driving and
America's current history.
3 Miles From Murray on the Mayfield Highway •
and dollars.
Karen. A fascinating account of Office, Veterans Administration, the market will be near Its top, living-with that do that,
Putsch:, by Richard Hauser.
especially when it's an everyday
•
Khrushebev Remembers, by
an important Central American said that most veterans with according to Dimes.
lively book adds to our
service between January 31, 1955
car like the Corona. The Corona
Edward Crankshaw. The in- This
country
its
political
and
cultural
•
knowledge of Hitler's early years
and June 1, 1966 are eligible for
The market is currently succeeds here too.
timate political reminiscences of
•
and tells in great detail the story history,the customs of its people, schooling but their cut-off date is passing
the leader of the Soviet Union
through a period of "For go-to-market, commuteof the beginning of Hitler's and the contrasts of its terrain. 5- May 31, 1974.
weekend-in-the-country,
to-work,
great
from 1953 until 1964.
volatility, so sharp moves
up.
revolution.
He emphasized that the on the downside should not be,
or whatever, it does the job
Used Between the Lakes, by
Redbook's Wise Woman's Diet In Search of Peace, by Roberta veteran's educational program
Frank E. Smith. This is the story
considered alarming, accord' competently and is just plain
Strauss
Feuerlich.
The
story
of
SATURDAY, JULY 17, 1971
and Exercise Book. A wellmust be completed by the cut-off to Spear and Staff. Long-term pleasant to drive."
of the world's most extensive
presented approach to losing 2 or four Americans who won the date. Seom veterans in this
model
The
line
Corona
inexperiment in recreation - the
investors should take advantage
3 pounds a week along with a Nobel Peace Prize for their ef- category believe they have until
transformation of the land betof the "hospitable environment troduced Toyota's quality,
forts in the dream of lasting
10:00 A.M. - Farm Bureau Day
balanced
week-by-week
set
of
1974 to begin school but the law of the business revival" to add styling, safety and performance
ween Kentucky and Barkley
10:00 A.M. - Pony, Horse & Mule
menus with recipes that are easy peace. 5-up.
states
otherwise.
small-car
into
market
the
U.
in
S.
Pulling
to portfolios, the analyst said.
Little Calf, by Victor B.
to follow.
Veterans discharged later than
7:00 P.M. - Tractor Pull
mid-1965. Since that time it has
Sdieffer.
The
adventures
of
Little
Secrets, by Nancy Hale. The
June 1, 1966 will have a propor- Neither mutual funds nor become one of America's favorite
author links the early escapades Calf, a sperm whale, take him tionally longer time to complete
ELLIS PARK RACES
other institutional investors econmy-car models.
through a year in the life of these
31 - DAY SUMMER MEETING of the Welch children to the later
schooling. The general rule for seem likely to shake off their
The Corona for 1971 features a
giant
sea
creatures.
4-7.
July 23 - September 6, Inc. fateful events that overtake the
establishing a cut-off date is eight prsistent mood of skepticism more powerful engine. HorMission
To
Tibet,
by
Hal
G.
adults they become.
years from the date of discharge, and provide sufficient demand sepower has been increased by 20.0
I RACES DAILY
Spy For Sale, by Laurence Evarts. Young Tod finds Ratliff
Since to push stock prices significant- percent
explained.
to 108 with the in- Aft
NO RACING ON SUNDAY
00
Payne. In this fast-paced nove maturity and a truer image of his educational benefits did not
Ride Tickets for
111F
n
ly above Dow 900 for some time stallation of a new four-cylinder,.
part
of
a
country
as
search
team
an over-educated and under
become
the
new
On U. S. Highway No. 41
overhead-cam
that
IIP
under
available
power
plant
ahead, Abraham & Co. says.
skilled petty thief finds himself a looking for a famous American law until June 1, 1966, however,
Sponsored by
at Twin Bridges
Still few investors seem willing produces better acceleration and •
scientist. 6-up.
the
center
of
a
mysterious
plo
the
eight
begins
on
year
Between Evansville,
period
higher
cruising
speed,
yet
retains
0
to
write
off the prospect of a
Never Jam Today, by Carole
VINSON GOLDEN EMPIRE SHOWS
that could set off internationa
& Henderson., Ky.
traditional
fuel ai
Bolton. N1addy is one of the early that date for those discharged more vigorous economy in 1972.
repercussions.
Mr. Vinson, owner & manager
before
then.
about 25 miles per
and their ranks are unlikely to eetinomy,4f aut
POST TIME: 2 p.m.,
The Teenager and Home Study suffragettes and the picture To be eligible for educational
gaC°1F6lonn.a's
unless
fourth
grow
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
quarter
by Henry Q. Wellman. This presented is a timely one of a gir training, veterans must have a
A floor=inounted, four-speed 0
business conditions prove disapA 1971 Datsun will
volume provides the knowledge fitting into a changing social and discharge or release from active
pointing, accorded to Abraham. manual transmission is standard, 0
NO CHARGE FOR PARKING
political
environment.
7-up.
of the career training op
service
under
conditions
be given away
other
while a column-mounted three- di
Air-Conditioned Club House
portunities available through Painting The Moon, by Car than dishonorable. Veterans
speed automatic is available as a
Withers.
JAMES C. ELLIS PARK
An
old
folk
tale
tha
correspondence education and
Saturday Night,
must have served continuously
low-cost option.
•
Operated By
will assist potential students in explains why the moon's face is for 181 days or more, any part of
The Corona comes in two body
DADE PARK JOCKEY CLUB, selecting quality schools.
July
no longer as bright and clear as
17, 1971
it after January 31, 1955. Active
styles-the four-door sedan and a 0
INC.
The Throne of Saturn, by Allen the sun's. 2-4.
duty for training purposes may
stylish two-door hardtop.
Pippa The Cheetah and her
not be counted and special Mrs Ray Broach, Route 1, Standard equipment includes: 1
4
Cubs, by Joy Adamson. Another
eligibility conditions apply to Murray, has been named a reclinging front seats, resettable IP
exciting photographic study for
member
of
the
Countryside
veterans released from service
trip mileage indicator, an qin-•
those who enjoyed Elsa and Her
because of a service-connected Family Test Group of Farm proved flow-through ventilation
Cubs. All ages.
Journal, Inc., according to Mary system, two-speed electric di
Plimoth Plantation Then and disability.
1205 Chestnut Street
For further information con. Sheldon, Director.
windshield wipers with washer,
Now, by John Poindexter Colby
tact the nearest VA office or your The 500 member-families who three-speed
heater and•
A book about the Pilgrims, their
local
veterans
service make up the group are selected defroster, electric clock, trouble •
times, their voyage on the
I.
for their special skills and in- light', tool kit, nylon carpet
organization representative.
Mayflower and their life at
for your Drug, Prescription
•
terests in countryside living, throughout,
tinted
glass,
Plimoth Plantation. 3-6.
homemaking and community whitewall tires and lockable •••••••••••••••••••••
and Sundry Needs
The Ringling Brothers, by
Adult moths- the cloth,- work. They
are located all across
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
sting kind -prefer darkne..
Molly Cone. The lively story of !
the country.
how the Ringing Brothers and and may be seen flying lazik
Countryside Test Group
their circus made a universa in darkened e.orners.
members help the editors by
acting as a sounding board for
editorial ideas and by reflecting
local opinions, problems, and
customs. This service supplements travel and personal
visits by the magazine staffs.
These families also test
Products developed for the use in
he countryside and in the
countryside home.

Wall ...Street
Chatter

II.mNIS

•
• Murray-Calloway•
•
•
• County Fair •
•

Less Than Three
Years On Many
G.I. Bills

• Sponsored by The Murray-Calloway •
•
•
•
County Jaycees
•

•

July 12-17, 1971

•
•
•

JAYCEES FAIRGROUNDS •

* PROGRAM OF EVENTS *
•

•
•

5

SPECIAL

$

J

Mrs. Ray Broach

NamedTo Group

SCOTT DRUG

•
•

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

I SALE EXTENDED
•
. .. thru Sat, July 24th-5 p.m.

ADAMS DOES THE UNUSUAL AGAIN

BRING A FRIEND SPLIT THE SAVINGS

ADAMS AGAIN OFFERS DRASTIC REDUCTIONS ON vVOMEN'S, CHILDREN'3 AND MEN'S SHOES

ONE NICKEL

FOR SALk

AKC TOY Poodles
Setter Puppies. Phone'
1862.

FREEZERS-NEW '2
chest, $224.40 delivered
upright $244.66 c
Montgomery Ward, 510
1966.

15' ANDERSON LA
boat. 25 HP" Mc
electric start motor ai
All good condition. F
8861.

144 FT. GLASStron, skiis, convertibl
moving cover, and
excess, boat 3 weeks
Phone 753-6344.

RED MALE Dachshu
AKe registered. Call
after 4:00psn.

14' JON BOAT, 18 H.P.
motor and trailer. P
2796.

175 cc YAMAHA, 1970i
miles, reworked, just
priced to sell. Call Bruc
7163.

195 FORD TRACTOR Ii
Sherman back hoe. Call
6403.

1963 CHEVROLET,
Dump truck with 12 foci
7534402:

LARGEST VARIETY
in Kentucky. No inc
prices. Country Boy S:
Army Surplus Folks.
from Hopkinsville, Jun
117& 164. Open Sundays
pis

LIKE NEW, 1969,
Haarnark mobile home
futnished, including
central air. Make an c
753-9612.

1971LYASIAHA. 2304ots
5801 after 5:00p.m..

DON'T THROW that r
clean it like new with B1
and using a new sharr
$1.00. Western Auto,
"The Wishing Well."
MOVING; FURN
"Ethan Allan", applian
dishes, utensils, ch
skittles game, other ite
Meadow Lane,753-5102.
650 TRIUMPH 1971, low
Phone 753-5394.

A GOOD buy . . . give
Blue Lustre America's
carpet shampoo.$1. Big

NORGE GAS dryer, v
condition.Phone 436-540
BALDWIN SMALL
piano. Guaranteed in
condition. Call 753-5611.
TWO MALE Beagle A
dogs, 18 months old.
cabinet T.V. Call 753-604
2105.

MOBILE HOME on I
Lake, 10 miles from M
Shores.
Panorama
bedrooms, 16x16 ft. livii
separate dining room,
an,
heat
electric
conditioning, all new ap
including washer. On pr
Phone 436-5571.

CLEARANCE SALE; I
$3.00, Bluebird box V
have dog houses with do
floors for easy cleaning.
1712.

Buy One Pair At The Regular Price...
Select Second Pair Of Your Choice For My Sc
Buy for two different members of the family.

TOYOTA CORONA
"The Best Economy Sedan"

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
WOMEN'S-NA1 URALIZER- LIFE STRIDE-MISS AMERICA
MEN'S-ROBLEE-PEDWIN
CHILDREN'S-BUSTER BROWN-ROBIN HOODS
ALL SALES FINAL - NO EXCHANGES - NO REFUNDS

See Them ... Drive Them!!

ADAMS SHOE STORE
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT TILL 8

MI

TWO SWING set
highest offer gets it. P
8115.

SHOE SALE

WEST SIDE SQUARE

PAGE SEVEN

MURRAY KY

LOCKHEED 110..1 d Choi' man Daniel J. Houghton
looks a bit crestfallen before the House Banking
Committee in Washington,
where he said the giant
;iircraft maker will go
bankrupt unless Congress
c$cue$ it: and the government will inherit a El billion problem

(Story On This Page)

Hatcher Auto Sales
515 So. 12th St

Phone 753-4961

PENTA TREATED
Resistant to rot and
Ideal for boat docks
weather exposed uses.
Cumber Co., Maple
Murray,Kentucky-.
NEW AND USED trac
Tractor flats repaired
service. Vinson Tra,
Phone 753-4893.
1970 MODEL MOBILE
12'x60', like new. to
Paradise Trailer Park,
North of Cadiz. Owne
Hyde, phone 522-6821.

971

al
in
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I
PSIACRIPIHNICAID liglAftADS

to
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Hospital Report

CARD OF THANKS

NOTICE

July 14, 1971
We wish to express our heart- Apuurs 105
WAISTED, ADDRESS of Robert
feature
the
Is
with
cutters
ROOMS
duty
Irish
and
HEAVY
LARGE
NEW
AKC TOY Poodles
Mason Wade and Joan Wade, felt thanks and gratitude to all NURSERY 8
heavy duty gear box, stump of this stately old house. It's in
Setter Puppies. Phone 753SALE
FOR
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
ROUSE
of the former Myrtle those who were so kind to us and
children
Al4C jumper and solid tail wheel. Will good condition and has two
1862.
and the late John helped us bear the loss of our Baby Boy Thurman lMrs.
Wade
Foutch
BY
OWNER
dining
room,
living
bush.
Five
foot
bedrooms,
inch
four
to
cut up
Mason Wade requested. -Mary beloved husband and father. We Fredia Thurman), Rt. 3, Murray,
FREEZERS-NEW 23 cu. n. pick-up, $325.00. Also four and room, kitchen, sun room, bath
Wade Coy, Co-executor, Nell want to thank everyone who Baby Boy Ross (Mrs. Frances
School,
High
New
Near
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 Cu. ft. five foot pull type models. One and breakfast room downstairs
Wade Fitschen Estate. 2657 Rich- signed the register, brought food Theresa Ross), Rt. 1, Dexter,
New,
Like
Brick Home,
a
upright $244.66 delivered, and two row new and used three plus four rooms up stairs, and
and sent flowers. We wish to Baby Boy Seay (Mrs. Geraldine
mond
Road Lexington,Ken3 Bedrooms, Living Room, Den,
Montgomery Ward,510 Main 753- point cultivators. Vinson Tractor basement underneath. You could
J17C thank Dr. Ammons for his ser- Seay,
tucky.
), Box 684, Mayfield.
Baths
2
Utility,
Kitchen,
the
1TC live in part of it and rent
TFC Company, 753-4892.
1966.
vices through the years and Dr.
DISMISSALS
and
upstairs to make your payments. Central heat and air, fenced
Bell for his kindness. Also a Miss Mary Eveline Conley, Rt.
appointment
&
SALES
SerELECTROLUX
no
shrubbed,
lot.
shady
$10.00
Phone
large
bicycle,
Also a
special thanks goes to Rev. R. J. Hardin, Mrs. Catherine Perline
15' ANDERSON LAP-STRIP GIRLS 26"
TFNC EXTRA NEAT three bedroom necessary. See at 1713 Keenland vice. Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. Burpoe for his words of con- 1,
boat. 25 H.P! McCullough, 753-9427.
Haynes and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Far382-2468,
phone
Sanders,
baths, living room, Drive.
brick.
solation.
Patricia
Mrs.
electric start motor and trailer,
Mayfield.
mington
A5C
Kentucky.
new,
like
bicycle,
utility, carport, air conditioned,
The family of 0. D.
All good condition. Phone 753- 26" BOYS
and Baby Girl, 1621
Richardson
J20C carpeted, and landscaped yard.
753-5008.
1TP Farmer, Murray, Mrs. Stella
J22P cheap. Phone
8861.
ranch style H & R USED Furniture Store will Warren
It's an excellent buy at only THREE BEDROOM
from
a
six
week
days
open
be
Mae Diaican and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
home, brick with two baths,
17' THOMPSON Boat, 75 H.P. $17,500.
10:00 till 6:00. Lots of nice used
Dexter, Mrs. Lavelle Steele
14% FT. GLASSand
washer
place,
fire
carpet,
Evinrude, tilt trailer, convertible
Burton, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
tron, skits, convertible, trailer, top, camping top, loaded with OWNER TRANSFERRED and dryer units, central heat. Phone furniture, glassware and anNancy Turley Trader, Rt. 1,
moving cover, and all other extras, $1250.00. Call Farmington you can have immediate 753-6759.
J19C tiques. Come and brown nose
Henderson, Jerry Don Lowery,
around. We have lots of food
possession on this three bedroom
excess, boat 3 weeks old. $2050.
J23C
J22C 382-2299.
brick. It has built in range, two
720 Nash Dr., Murray, Mrs. FOR
stuff. Phone 753-6676, home phone
Phone 753-6344.
RI DS - A bird
J17C Federal State Market News Linda Fay Jones, Rt. 7, Mayfield, feeds its baby high atop a
baths, carport and a good sized NEW THREE bedroom home 753-4716.
with bath, overlooking Kentucky
Service
Michael Lloyd Stom, 223 S. 11th, telephone pole in Bellevue,
RED MALE Dachshund puppy SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M. lot. Full price only $19,000.
Lake, 16 miles from Murray,
HELP WANTED
Wednesday, July 14, Mayfield. Murray, Mrs. Blanche Reba Ohio, without realizing
AKC registered. Call 753-2777 Avery Lumber Co., Puryear, EXTRA LARGE SHADY LOT some finish work yet to be done,
Kentucky
TFC with lovely three bedroom brick.
Stice, Rt. 9, Benton, William that the Northern Ohio
TFC Tenn.
after 4:00p.m.
includes boat ramp and beach WANTED: LADY, age group 25Livestock Market: Albert Cridee, 416 S. 9th, Murray, Telephone Co. had decided
Located only two miles from area privileges, $7,850. Call Mrs. 40 full time for local retail store. Farmers
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Mrs. Mary Kathleen Paschall, to postpone tearing down
town. Has central heat & air, Helm, 436-5320 Hamlin, Ken- Knowledge of drugs or drug store
WANT TO BUY
14' JON BOAT, 18 H.P. Evinrude
Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Lois the 40-year-old pole until
range,
carpeted throughout,
motor and trailer. Phone 474TFC experience helpful. Typing a Cattle this week
tucky.
577
Waterfield, 602 Main, Murray. the last fledgling leaves.
large
plus
carport
and
disposal,
logs
BUY;
in
J19C
resume
must. Send complete
WANT TO
2796.
This
garage.
double
or
for
workshop
have
standing timber. Also
SMALL FARM; good location: own handwriting to P.O. Box 32 Calves this week
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzie
60
only
J19C
business or future investment. C,Murray,Ky.42071.
175 cc YAMAHA, 1970 model, BOO sale lumber and sawdust. one is priced to sell at
00M00 0010
MBO
4 Gratuity
ACROSS
0013 OMOB0 OMM
miles, reworked, just like new,'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber $27,500.
One mile East Murray, apCOMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
5 Indecent
TFC
300010M
753-4147.
GOMM=
Co. Phone
Priced to sell. Call Bruce 753INEXPENSIVE and a real good proximately 10 acres pasture. INTERNATIONALLY KNOWN Slaughter cows .50-1.00 lower, 1 Quarrels
language
0030M
000
J19C
Portion
water.
6
stables,
fencing,
7163.
wire
Hog
6
Observes
for
full
company needs six ladies
buy is this two bedroom house
slaughter bulls .50 lower, 13
0030 OM 00003
emeadnds
Dow
1. s
FOR RENT
7 Pronoun
MOO M000 0000
and most of the furniture. Has Cozy older 7 room house, modern. or part time work. Apply Monday slaughter calves and vealers
Paid
notice
with
loader
195 FORD TRACTOR
00 0300M00 00
July 19, at Mid-Towner Motel fully steady, feeder steady to .50 14 Sun god
electric heat, garage, storm For appointment call 436recreation
with
ROOMS
9 Refunded
LARGE
120013 00100 000
TF from 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. No
Sherman back hoe. Call 75315 One who
10 Dropsy
higher.
436- doors and windows, city water,
03003 OM 0030
J22P area. Country Estate. Phone
ord
6402.
12 Winter
be
J17C
please.
Utility
caps
Can
lot.
phone
nice
COWS:
a
and
home,
room
bedroom
FIVE
SLAUGHTER
utility
LOVELY
July29C
BOUM 2MM
2173.
words
precipitation
UM0000 =MOM
bought for mobile home price, full basement, large corner lot,
20.00-21.50 with a few high 17
i7 Hebrew
Guides
13
1983 CHEVROLET, Gravel
RHO 311000 BOO
letter
16 Halt
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, $8,700, and won't depreciate near 751150. Owner transferring. 1700 LOCAL BUSINESS wants ex- yielding individuals up to 22.50,
1200 00000 300
Dump truck with 12foot bed. Call
r ative
19 Hermit
bedrooms. Washers as fast. Yes there is ample fur- Miller. Asking 817,500.00 Phone perienced office persoimel. Send Cutter 18.00-20.00, Canner 15.50- 18 Aftttierm
two
and
one
Ii
J22P
21 Increases
758*40k - TFC resume of personal, educational 18.00.
and dryers available. Zim- niture included.
753-4178.
20 Carries
threefold
44 Allowance for
33 Fur scarf
and employment background
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility 21 Scottish
merman Apartments, South 16th BRAND NEW
23 Caudal
34 Actual
waste
This three
Cap
including machines able to over 100 lbs. 24.00-26.50 with a
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols Street. Phone 753-6609.
SALE
appendages
FOR
J20C
horn
Deer's
36
AUTOS
Cover
47
bedroom brick in Canterbury
v
c,
,
CSa:u,
25 Coral island
efficiently to P.O. Box 32 high yielding individual up tO 242 s,,
37 Drags
operate
48 Music as
in ,fentucky. No increase in
Estates. Has two full baths, 1968 CHEVROLET pick-up, wide
written
27 A state
39 Spanish for
J20C 27.75.
E,Murray, Kentucky.
pricks. Country Boy Stores, the TWO BEDROOM duplex with
Solo
"three"
(abbr.)
51 Proceed
carpeted throughout, electra
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
Arik Surplus Folks. 9 miles central air, central heat, fully clean oven, dishwasher, seperate short bed, solid white, 6 cl
41 Milk farm
29 Beverage
53 Ini ials of 26th
WANTED: VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs. 2865 PT7ie:i triic
usei idly
President
43 Satiate
31 Cuddle up
troll Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. carpeted. Phone 753-9741. No den, lots of closets, patio, en- straight shift. See at 413 HOME WORKERS
Sycamore or Call 753-6496. J19C part-time,full-time work at home vealers 39.00-43.00, mixed Good 30 Attitude
10
J23C
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 Pets.
You
hall.
entry
per
garage,
Untidy
closed
mailing our circulars. For details and Choice 35.00-39.00, Choice 32
Aug30C
pia
son
can move today and we'll get the
69 GTO automatic, power rush self-addressed, stamped 240-350 lbs. calves 36.00-39.00,
(slang)
ONE BEDROOM furnished yard fixed soon.
steering and brakes. Air- envelope and 35c to US En- mixed Good and Choice 33.00- 33 C.lta1or
ed.
air-condition
apartment,
12x52,
LIKE NEW, 1969,
35 Girl's name
Water and sewerage paid. EXTRA NICE two bedroom brick conditioner. Call 753-7566, after terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, 36.00.
37 Strikes
Hatilmark mobile home, partially
J19P Mavfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
Phone 753-9741. house. Located near M.S.U. Has 6:00p.m.
now.
Available
"FEEDER STEERS: Choice 38 Place
fuenished, including 24 ton
of
lots
heat,
gas
disposal,
range,
J23C
40
Grant use of
No pets.
ROUGH AND finish carpenter 300-400 lbs. 36.25-39.00, 400-500 lbs. 42 Simian
central air. Make an offer. Call
cabinets, storm doors and winall
V8,
Special,
BUICK
1964
lbs.
31.25-33.25,
Call
J20C
33.25-36.25, 500-600
wanted, also laborers.
753-9612.
43 Begin
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, dows, and an extra large lot. power and air. Call 7534471. JI7P
Conaway Construction Co. 502- mixed Good and Choice 300-500 45 Music: as
Priced at less than $14,000.
ed
with
Air-condition
private.
written
J19C lbs. 33.25-36.25, 400-500 lbs. 31.251521-9807.
1971LYAMAHA, 250mate. Call 436Located attGET A BARGAIN in this
46 Expired
29.25-31.25,
JI6C automatic washer.
lbs.
500-600
'33.25.
5801 after 5:00p.m. •
47 Visitors
J20C spacious older house. It's located FOR SALE by owner 1966
Stella. Phone 489-2595.
FEMALE to wort at Good 300-400 lbs. 31.00.33.25, 400- 49 Chinese mile
near schools, and has four Chevrolet Impala, with power WANTED:
Envoy
29.00-31.25.
DON'T THROW that rug away, •tEW TWO bedroom duplex bedrooms, large kitchen, shady steering, low mileage, local car. Lynn Grove Egg Company. 500 lbs.,
5
502 Hurting dog
Choice
HEIFERS:
FEEDER
calls
phone
no
person,
in
Apply
J17C
clean it like new with Blue Lustre apartment. Central heat and air, lot plus garden space. It is priced Phone 489-2242.
J26C 300-500 lbs. 29.50-32.50, 500-700 5
please. Full time work.
kiicne r
l
5 e
54
and using a new shampooer for carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone to sell at less than $10,000.
lbs. 28.00-30.00, mixed Good and
linger
of
Home
Auto,
$1.90. Western
TFC
753-7850.
SERVICES OFFERED
FOR A LOOK AT ANY OF THE
WANTED BABYSITTER and Choice 300-500lbs. 28.00-30.00,500J17C
DOWN
"The Wishing Well."
ABOVE OR AT ANY REAL
house keeper for fall term, must 700 lbs. 25.00-28.00, Good 300-500
AVAILABLE NOW, house for ESTATE IN MURRAY SEE TODDLERS DAY Care Now furnish own
1
Fragment
lbs.
24.00transportation. lbs. 25.50-28.00, 500-700
2 Competitor
MOVING; FURNITURE, rent with carpet. Furnished or HOYT or RAY at ROBERTS open, for children three months Phone 753-7166.
.7
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
3 Cooled lava
J17C 26.00.
rugs,
appliances,
month.
per
Allan",
$90.00
unfurnished.
"Ethan
REALTY,505 Main or phone 753- to three years. State approved
J17C 1651. We also need some more Reasonable rates. Experienced 11 \ NI I's
dishes, utensils, chess set, Phone 753-8333.
DEIRE11
14E 14A5
.....
)
THERE 675
2
1
50 LONE,
skittles game, other items. 503/
listings. If you are interested in help. Day or week. Phone 753ENO VP KING A 9ARR00..
WOOP5TOCK OFF 1)
FRIENO.HAVE
JI7P
753-5102.
furnished
ONE
bedroom
Lane,
NICE
Meadow
J17C
SELLING your real estate list it 4481.
EA6LE
A 6000
apartment, and a two bedroom with ROBERTS REALTY. We
660 TRIUMPH 1971, low mileage. unfurnished apartment. Phone are REALTORS and members of PROFESSIONAL, EXJ17C MULTIPLE LISTING SER- PERIENCED painter, will work
J19P 753-5079.
Phone 753-5394.
VICE.
J17C contract jobs, on hourly basis
for
has own equipment. Call 489front
apartment
LAKE
NICE
try.
a
it
give
.
.
.
A GOOD buy
J2IP
LARGE LOTS for sale ( 80'x200' 2187.
four
persons.
to
up
for
rent
Blue Lustre America's favorite
& larger) Lake access-central
including
furnished
Everything
7
esepet shampoo.$1. Big K. JI7C
row boat, linens, etc.-TV.& air water system-all weather streets- COLLEGE STUDENT wants
$695
prices
start
with
at
$10
down
conditioned. $60 per week. Phone
yards to mow. Phone 753Nancy
NORGE GAS dryer, very good 436-5320.
J3IC & $10 per month. 'Phone 436-5320 3575.
JI7P
or 436-5582 for directions
J17C
1
condition. Phone 436-5400. J21C

Federal State
Market Report

Crossword Puzzle

111111111illir;:i
INIMENthi
1111111110
Na111111
20
Mai 1111111111M1111111
IMMO
MillIMINIM

it's;

11111111111M1111111M1111111111
111111111111111111111111MUM
11111M1111111111111111111Mill
111111111111101111101111
11111111111111iii*;iiiii%1111111N111111

-"Z
_:-,

8x40 TWO bedroom trailer. Air LOOKING FOR an attractive
BALDWIN SMALL upright
conditioned on shady lot, $50.00 brick home? Try 104 North 18th.
perfect
piano. Guaranteed in
J17C
.120C per month.Call 489-2595.
Three bedrooms, Abudant
condition. Call 753-5611.
closets, two full baths, large
TWO MALE Beagle A-1 rabbit ROOM FOR RENT with private garage, lawn and patio. Endogs, 18 months old. Also a entrance. Kitchen priviliges if joyable kitchen and living area.
cabinet T.V. Call 753-6040 or 436- desired. Walking distance to Quiet neighborhood. Phone 753J2OP campus.Phone 753-1387.
J16C 6527.
J19C
2105.
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
Lake, 10 miles from Murray in
Two
Shores.
Panorama
bedrooms, 16:18 ft. living room,
separate dining room, central
airand
heat
electric
conditioning, all new appliances,
including washer. On private lot.
J20C
Phone 436-5571.

UNFURNISHED APARTMENT,
2 bedrooms, Couple with small
baby accepted. Call 753-7486. J17C

CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753July29C
5633.

THIS IS QUITE A
FAD-EVERYBODY
HAS ONE

WANTED: ODD JOBS Phone
J20C
753-9511.

THREE BEDROOM home, on 3 ()OZER WORK; back hoe se:acres, basement,air conditioned, vice; septic tank cleaning; septic
fully carpeted, stove, dish tank installation. Gene Steely,901
washer, 10 miles east of „Murray Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753.
July17C
78571
on Highway,94. Phone 474J19C
2329.

Th

%go
Awees
4101k..

eer
gig0.4100

1
41
eles-.

elreArre.
c

ejv

MA N
AT
WORK

'Aztec!,

"Ad
I..I.W. S. RA 1161-411411.
•MP

b,

FeWor 4,41.111•0,

Th. Colonials
PLENTY TRAILER space;
beautiful, quiet living. Highway
TODAY OW THAT GCAFFOLD,
c
BARCOL/(Z A G E
HORNBUCKLE'S
No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division LARGE SHADED lot in Baywood
SE STAt.I DIN& 71461ZE
'
ILL
•
SOY
MY
00
.1
M'SiEuP
BER SHOP, Open
near
Subdivision
Gesicte vou r
No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0, Vista
zt
2
tZ.EmEmeSE
PAST° ,
p.m.-10:00 p.m. Tuecii.,
August2C Panorama Shores. Water rights
Murray,Kentucky.
TODAY
through Friday.
paid, ceptic tank and line inI I-IAi•A&-•
Saturday, 11:00-700
TWO SWING set frames,
stalled. Has been leveled for a
RENT
TO
WANTED
753Phone
it.
highest offer gets
Closed Monday,
mobile home. Lot number 269.
1TC
Boy's Haircut, 75c
8115.
11"
TWO RESPONSIBLE college Financing available. Phone 753Men's Haircut, 81.00
J17C
fur- 6734 or 753-2903.
average
above
want
men
rack
Hat
SALE;
BA
CLEARANCE
HORNBUCKLES
nished two bedroom apartment
BER SHOP
$3.00, Bluebird box $3.50, also
1. EXCEPTIONAL BUY, two
August
for
rent
to
house
or
213 Spruce Street
have dog houses with detachable
J19P bedroom brick in Meadow Green
Phone 753-9982.
PHONE 753-7742
floors for easy cleaning. Call 753tile
ceramic
baths,
2
/
11
Acres.
f
7-17
J21NC
BY APPOINTMENT Al.S11
1712.
•••••••••
carpeted, carport. For inh.
REASONABLE TWO bedroom
PHONE
753-7742
J20C
call 753-3161.
J19C formation
PENTA TREATED lumber. house. Phone 753-5058.
termites.
and
Resistant to rot
L'il Abner
PARTIALLY WOODED jot,
WILL BUSHHOG vacant lot:
Ideal for boat docks and any
Forest.
Sherwood
in
106'x160'
rent
to
wants
COUPLE
ADULT
inside city limits. Reasonable
PtESEMID4.E,114' -AN'TliEnt
weather exposed uses. Murray
reasonable small house or Phone 753-7358, after 4:00
J t, IT LEFT
AlOC
rates. Phone 753-3798.
MOST BELOVED
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
TFC
OFF, A14
NEWSCASTER IN
ITC apartment, furnished or un- p.m.
LAST SIGN
Murray,Kentucky:
POINTED-TN'HULL DANGED
furnished44, near Murray 4$6Ti-i'
SAID
LOST & FOUND
J22C BY OWNER nice 3 bedroom
USA.,BuT-4
5331 after 5:00.
DREAD WATER
NEW AND USED tractor tires.
KRONIKITI NGALE-- conditioned,
Speedy
air
heat,
gas
repaired.
house,
Tractor flats
carpet. Phone 753-4440 if no an- LOST: WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold
service. Vinson Tractor Co.
J17C near West Main Street. Im1TC
call 753-1948.
swer,
753-4892.
40
Phone
FOR SALE OR RENT
portant papers inside. If found
please call Pat at 753-9427. TFNC
1
-11"1-1
spacious
1970 MODEL MOBILE Home, ONE BEDROOM unfurnished FOUR-BEDROOM
2,500
Hermitage.
home
on
square
lir\e
12.'00% like new. Located at house for rent or for sale, 10 miles
k
41W
County High School
Paradise Trailer Park, 5 miles out on Irvan Cobb Road, feet of living space plus two car LOST; OHIO
753Phone
R.M.S.
North of Cadiz Owner Bobby available by August 1, by Owner. garage on lot 150x380 fully land- ring, initial
ITC
317r 7640.
J17P Call 753-9247.
J17C scaped. Call 753-7905.
Hyde, phone 522-6821.
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Cubs Blast Phillies
11-2; Pittsburgh Wins

Fiscal Court... Swim Team...
(Coatimied from Page 1)

The P
Source

Continued from Page 1)

authorized under the provisions Swimming with her in the relay
of KRS. 160.605. Bill Miller, events were Mary Lee Furches,
County superintendent, and Bin Kay Adams,and Susan Stripling.
replaced Perry with the tying Stubblefield, chairman of the Todd Bradshaw of the
By FRED MeMANE
9-4 for their 12th setback in
run on first and two runs board, submitted the budget.
Calloway swimmers was next
UPI Sports Writer
their last 14 games. The Mets already home but struck out
The court levied the budget for with 20 points, winning in four
The Chicago Cubs have trial the Pirates by 11 games.
Jimmy Stewart and Hal McRae the Murray Independent School individual events-the individual
emerged as the main challen- In other NL action, San
to notch his 12th save of the Board of Education at the rate et medley, freestyle, backstroke
ger to the Pittsburgh Pirates in Francisco edged Cincinnati 4-3
season. Willie Mays paced the 46.9c for general purpose, none and butterfly-for boys eight
the National League Eastern to move six games ahead in the
Giants' attack with three hits for sinking fund, 06.80 for special years old and younger.
Division race, but they may not Western Division, Atlanta
and also scored twice.
voted school building fund (KRS. In winning, the Murray team
get close enough to force a topped Los Angeles 3-1 and St.
Ralph Garr of the Braves 160.477), none for special voted won eight of the meet's relay
showdown.
Louis blanked Montreal 64. was thrown out of his first big
general school purposes events and 25 of the individual
The Cubs, who finished
Vida Blue pitched a one-hitter league game but it came too tax or
157.440)
on the one hundred events.
(KRS
second to the Pirates last as Oakland beat Detroit 4-0,
late to help the Dodgers. Garr dollars valuation of all property Listed below are the other
season, scored
their
14th Chicago shut out Washington 2singled home the tie-breaking subject common school tax, tax Murray winners and the events in
triumph in their last 20 Wives 0, New York beat Milwaukee 7run in the fifth with his third levies of 38c for bank share tax, which they won:
Friday by downing the Philadel- 4, Boston whipped Minnesota 9hit and scored an insurance run none for demestic life insurance Girls 12 and under, medley
phia Phillies 11-2 and have 4, Cleveland defeated Kansas
on a sacrifice fly by Hank company shares, $2.00 for relay: Donna Keller, Emily
moved into sole possession of City 8-4 and California edged
Aaron. Garr was ejected in the capitation tax on male citizens, Gore, Tina Butterworth and
second place in the NL East. Baltimore 5-4 in American
seventh
for arguing over a and three per cent gross utility Mary Ann Littleton.
However, the Cubs still trail League games.
strike.
third
called
receipts for permissive tax Boys 10 and under, medley
the Pirates by 10 games as Ferguson Jenkins coasted to
Reggie Cleveland pitched a authorized under the provisions relay: Nick Hibbard, Mike
Pittsburgh ran its winning his 14th victory of the year on a
as the Cardinals beat of KRS 160.613 (Utility), as Pitman, Clay Furches and Vince
streak to eight games Friday seven-hitter and also hit , a five-hitter
Expos.
St. Louis broke the submitted by Supt. Fred Shultz, Furches. They also won the
the
night by edging the San Diego homer as the Cubs tagged foirr
LEGS OF AN AIR JOURNEY-Patricia O'Connor, Eastern Air Lines grooming conin the fifth inning board secretary,and M. H. Ryan, freestyle relay.
sultant, kneels in Chicago to check legs of stewardesses wearing hotpants, one of
Padres 2-1 on Bob Robertson's pitchers kir 16 hits. Glenn game open
with a three-run barrage that Board chairman.
Boys 12 and under, medley
three optional uniforms. Any stewardess who wishes to wear hotpants must get ;
home run in the eighth inning. Beckert led the Chicago assault
singles by County Judge Robert 0. Miller, relay: Brad Boone, Don Henry,
featured
run-scoring
her approval legwise. The other two uniforms are at left and right.
The New York Mets, who with four singles and Ron Santo
Simmons, Joe Torre and chairman of the 1971-72 budget John Hart and Kevin Ray.
were expected to battle the chipped in with a two-run Ted
committee for the court, sub- Boys 12 and under, freestyle
Pirates for the division title, homer. Willie Montanez hit his Joe Hague.
mitted the tax rates, which were relay: Chip Furches, Kevin Ray,
slide
their
downhill
continued
18th homer for the Phillies.
accepted by the court as follows: Mike Hibbard and Kelly Seale.
by losing to the Houston Astros
Rtibertson's home run was a
Real Estate 12.4; Tangible Individual freestyle: Boys 12
titanic smash off the concrete >=.17.0.0.C•=4:2.0.04:1.0.472.C1C 12.4; Bank Shares .190; Fran- and under, Brad Boone.
From Th.
facade in front of the top left
chise 14.9; Agriculture products Individual backstroke: Boys 12 Several persons were fined,
Rivers
field deck at Three
.015; Poll Tax $1.50; Library and under, John Hart.
entered pleas of guilty, and were
Stadium and broke up a
by Mrs. R. D. Key
County special purposes: Individual breaststroke: Girls
fined in the City Court of City
pitcher's duel between the nCt.•=0*=.0•CD.CM:421.0.0.0.0tel.0 .032 Real Estate, .032
July 16, 1971
Tangible, 12 and under, Mary Arm
Judge William Donald Overbey
Pirates' Bob Johnson and the
10
and
under,
boys
Franchise,
and
Nick
.032
.02
tleton;
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.) 1.
for
Major League Standings
on Friday. July 9, and Monday,
Well I'm back again after so By United Press
By United Press International Padres' Steve Arlin. Johnson
Timber; Public health tax rate at Hibbard, and boys 14 and under, July 12.
Internatiotel
Press
International
By
United
allowed only six hits in going to
long. It seems I don't have time to CHICAGO -Princess Grace
Leading Batters
1.8c per one hundred dollars of Jay Pitman.
American League
Names placed on the per- gather news for going to the
distance to even his record at 6National League
of Monaco, who breast-fed her
assessed valuation of all property Individual Butterfly: Girls 10 manent court records were as
East
G. AB R. H. Pct. 6. Nate Colbert accounted for
hospital. I have been staying with own children, on the solidity of
and under, Robin Ray; girls 12 follows:
in Calloway County.
W.
L.
Pct.
GB
my sister, Miss Zipora Morris, the family:
Torre, St.L
90 349 54 125 .358 San Diego's run with his 20th
Election
and under, Donna Keller, and
Baltimore
56 33 .629
part time who is in the Henry "This solidity begins with
90 364 59 129 .354 homer of the year.
Davis, LA
under,
Brad
Boone.
Earl
(
Doc
)
Adams,.
12
and
boys
Democrat,
reckless
51 37 .580 4/
William A. Ladd, Jr.,
Boston
1
2
the
87 353 70 121 .343 The Astros collected 14 hits
County Hospital in Paris, Tenn. child at the mother's breast"
Brock, St.L
47 41 .534 8% and John M. Smith, Republican, Individual medley: Girls 8 and driving, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Detroit
three
weeks
ago,
and
She
fell
Peptne, Chi 68 253 35 86 .340 and also pulled off the first
Ronald Wayne King, driving
New York
42 48 .467 141
/
2 Election Commissioners for the under, Kay Adams; girls 12 and
broke her hip. She returned home
Bckrt, Chi
85 343 55 116 .338 triple play in their history in
ATLANTA -Atlanta Mayor
Cleveland
39 52 .429 18 County of Calloway, met with the under, Donna Keller; Boys 10 and while intoxicated, fined $150.00
Watson
defeating
the
Mets.
Bob
Monday and is slowly improving. Sam Massell after playing disc
Clninte, Pit 77 312 53 105 .337
and
boys
12
Nick
Hibbard,
under
discuss
ways
and
court
to
means
Washington
costs
$10.00.
35
53
.398
20%
Mrs. Ella Morris hasn't been so jockey on a local
84 341 40111 .326 and Roger Metzger each had
Alou, St.L
of improving the voting precincts and under, Brad Boone.
radio station:
James Alfred Wilson, unWest
89 370 62 120 .324 three hits for the Astros.
Garr, AU
Also participating in the meet necessary noise, fined $10.00 well the past week.
"I had a ball."
W. L Pet. GB in the city and county.
Mrs.
Frances
Deering
70 263 56 91 .322 Relief pitcher Jerry Johnson
Mr.
and
Cash, Pit
Two new voting machines have were:
Oakland
58 31 .652 ...
costs $10.00.
Strgel, Pit
77 287 57 91 .317 bailed Gaylord Perry out of a
-Country Club: Jackie Smotherman, driving of Detroit, Mich., spent the past AUSTIN, Tex. -Agriculture
been purchased by the Court for From the Oaks
Kansas
City
44
42
.512
12%
ninth inning jam by striking out
American League
few weeks here with Mrs. Tom Secretary
Clifford M. Hardin
Minnesota
41 48 .46117 use in the elections. One voting Tyler Seale, Phil Byrn, Jeana while intoxicated, amended to
G. AB R. H. Pct. two batters as the Giants held
Wilson and other relatives. While declaring a national
Janie
Flora,
Leslie
Jones,
machine
will
be
at
each
of
the
emergency
$100.00
43
51
reckless
driving,
fined
California
.457 17%
Johnson
on
to
defeat
Cincinnati.
here, Frances took sick and was in the horse sleeping
Oliva, Minn 69 270 49 101 .374
39 48 .448 18 nineteen precincts in the city and Wilferd, La Donne Roberts, costs $10.00•
sickness
Chicago
admitted to Murray-Calloway epidemic in Texas:
Murcer, NY 85 305 12 104 .341
Milwaukee
38 49 .437 19 county with the exception of the Debbie Cunningham, Leslie
Hospital,
where
he
County
stayed
Otis, KC
81 322 50 102 .317
David C. Barrow, improper
precincts at Lassiter-McKinney Homra, Alison Wilferd and
"I find an emergency arts*
Friday's Results
Rojas, KC
80 291 39 91 .313
registration, fined $10.00 costs several days.
out of the existence dB
Datsun and at the Murray High Donna Adams.
Chicago 2 Washington 0
Buford, Bal 72 265 71 83 .313
Bro. and Mrs. Billy Gallimore spread."
School, where two machines will Carolyn Scott, Leslie Furches, $10.00.
New York 7 Milwaukee 4
F.Rbsn, Sal 73 256 44 80 .313
Karen Hussung, Mark Hussung, Several other persons were and children, Pam, Sandra, and
now be in operation.
Boston 9 Minnesota 4
Rchrdt, Chi 73 268 28 83 .310
Ron and Susan Sykes are OGDEN, Utah
The Court ordered the pur- Suzanne Pitman and Debbie fined for not having city auto
-Rep. Wilbur
Cleveland 8 Kansas City 4
Kaline, Det 73 243 41 73 .300 Rev. Wayne Todd will be the
vacationing in Florida this week. Mills
inspection
and
no
state
stickers
chase of the two voting machines Henry.
replying to questions
Dakland
4
Detroit
0
Rttnind, Sal 74 244 43 72 .295 speaker at the 10:45 a.m. and 7:30
Saturday
following the May primary From the Calloway Country stickers but their names were not Susan called home
whether or not he would seek
California 5 Baltimore 4
they were enjoying
Toyer, Min
85 354 46 104 .294 p.m. services at the First Baptist
election when many persons were Club: Lori Crass, Ann Gregory, placed on the permanent court night and said
the presidency:
Howard, Was 85 320 36 94 .294 Church on Sunday, July 18.
their
trip.
"I have no plans to be a
unable to vote due to the large Scott Orr, Kathy Simmons, records.
Today's Probable Pitchers
Mr. and Mrs. Odelle Hopkins candidate. I
Hose Ram
The churcn speaker is Chicano (Horlen 4-6) at
Buddy Simmons, Susan Cram,
am
not
a
mmitior
of
voters
in
registered
New
and children of Chicago,
National League: Stargell, secretary of the Church Library
candidate."
Precinct No. 4 at Lassiter- Leslie Hunter and Charlene
York 1Kline 7-8).
with
Mrs.
weekend
spent
last
Pitt 31; Aaron, MI and May, Department, Baptist Sunday
Cleveland (Paul
1-0 or McKinney and Precinct No. 3 at Tucker.
On 24; Johnson, Phil 21; School Board, Nashville, Tenn.
Tom Wilson. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse,
The team, under Coaches Jack
Farmer 1-0) at Kansas City Murray High School.
regular
Bonds, SF 20.
Hopkins of Chicago and son spent
He has been speaking at
new
will
two
Brad
Green,
With
additional
Baker
and
the
!Hedlund 7-5).
American League: Melton. intervals at the Murray church
last
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Detroit (Coleman 8-6) at machines, the county now will travel to Madisonville July 21 for
Chi and Cash, Det 20; Smith, since February.
Taylor Owen.
have twenty-or* machines in its final match of the season.
--(Continued from Page 1)
Dakland (Hunter 114).
Bos and Oliva, Minn 18;
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive of
Milwaukee (Lockwood 5-6) operation at each election with
visited Zipora Morris in
Jackson, Oak 17.
Paducah
and Parsons 8-10) at Boston two left in reserve in case of a
Volunteers(Gray Ladies) have the hospital last Sunday. Other
THREE Lira)
Rum Batted In
(Lonborg 3-3 and Culp 10-7) 2, breakdown of a voting machine. FISHERGIRL'S LUCK
worked
all
year
at
the
conNatioaal League: Stargell,
visitors were Bro. and Mrs.
Dog Pound
day-night.
and in the Vaden, Bro. Bland, Bro. Jerry
MANEA, England
UPI /- valesent ward
Pitt 88; Torre, St. L 68; Aaron, Three persons were cited by
'ier-esm
A
new
Dog
Pound
has
been
Minnesota (Kaat 6-8) at
Gillian Beeken, 11, enrolled as hospital, saving this institution Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert•Elkins,
Atl 67; Montanez, Phil 62; the Murray Police Department
built at the site of the County
(Shellenback
3-5),
Washington
of
dollars
through
thousands
yesterday and last night. They
the first female member of a
Mr. and Mrs. Oweri Baucum, Mr.
Santo, Chi 60.
Home for Indigent Citizens just
night.
local fishing club and promptly their donations of time and and Mrs. Coy Kuykendoll, Mrs.
American League: Petrocelli, were one for public drunkenness
Baltimore (Palmer 11-4) at off U.S. Highway 641 North. Huel won the group's angling contest money. They are recruited and
Boa and Killebrew, Minn 60; F. at 11:20 a.m. Friday, one for
Virginia
McCuistor., Mrs.
California (Murphy 5-11), night. (Whimpy) Jones is the dog with a four-pound catch, besting trained by the Red Cross, which
Robinson, Balt 59; Powell and speeding at 12:22 a.m. today, and
Carlene Paschall,and the family.
warden and is in charge of the
Is
also
instituting
a
pilot
project
24 male members.
one for driving while intoxicated,
B. Robinson, Salt 54.
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key,
pound. The Court inspected the
Sunday's Games
in training Red Cross Youth for Mrs. Tom Wilson, and Frances
reckless driving, and speeding at
Pitching
Dog
Pound
at
the
June
30th
Baltimore at Oakland
service there.
National League: Ellis, Pitt two a.m. today. The police
Deering visited Tom Wilson in
meeting.
Cleveland at Calif, twilight
After the annual report was Clarksville Nursing Home
14-3; Carlton, St.L 13-5; Jen- citation said the person cited at
County
Jailer Jones,
Present for the Court meetings Easley,
petroit
at
Kansas
City,
2
Blankenship,
given by Mrs.
kins, Chi 13-8; Dierker, Hon 12- two a.m. was going seventy miles
were Magistrates K. B. Iiic- County Court Clerk Marvin Chairman Moyer, Mayor Ellis, Monday.
Idinnesota at Washington
4; Downing, LA 11-5; Stone- per hour on Chestnut Street and
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins is suffering
Harris,
County
Treasurer
Gordon
Cuiston, Wayne Flora, Martin
Chicago at New York, 2
Leonard Vaughn and other board
ran a red light at 15th and
man, Mont 11-9.
Young, and Lennis Hale, Judge Moody, and County Road members commented that an with something wrong with her
Milwaukee
at
Boston
Americas League: Blue, Oak Chestnut Streets.
knee.
Miller, County Attorney Sid Supervisor Ralph McCuiston.
organization which renders
17-3; Lolich, Det 14-6; Cuellar,
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
service in so many areas oi were dinner guests of Ralph
Salt 13-1; McNally, Balt 13-4;
L,ake Baikal in Soviet Siberia
National League
should
not
be
community
life
Siebert, Boa 12-4; Perry, Minn contains the world's only fresh
Gallimore's Sunday.
East
allowed to perish through the
PRODUCT F NI SAN
124.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
water seal.
W. L. Pct. GB
lack of a few more dollars.
and
Kenny,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
.656
59 31
Pittsburgh
Chairman Moyer canvassed
Gallimore,Bro. and Mrs. Warren
49 41 .544 10
Chicago
the d directors on their opinion
Sykes, and Mitch, went on a
47 41 .534 11
New York
regarding curtailing services and
camping trip down at the lake
48 43 .527 11%
St. Louis
it was decided to continue
over the weekend.
1971-72
school
the
for
Holidays
CADIZ,
Ky.-The
Tngg
Coun39 52 .429 20%
Philadelphia
making efforts to raise the $70(
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
39 56 .385 24% ty Board of Education has ap- year are Labor Day, Sept. 6;
Montreal
necessary for retaining the ofand Mitch, and Mrs. Tom Wilson
proved the school calendar fo Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 25:
West
fice. Servaal suggestions were
visited Mrs. Ella Morris and
W. L. Pct. GB the 1971-72 school year.
made and members volunteered
birthdate of Franklin D. Rooseschool
year
will
The
open
Zipora Tuesday afternoon.
with
San Francisco 56 36 .609
to
work
on
this
in
the
next
few
birthdate
of
a professional day for teachers velt, Jan. 31;
Mrs. Gail Morris and Michelle
50 42 .543 6
Los Angeles
days.
on Thursday. Aug. 26. Students George Washington, Feb. 21.
visited
Open Evenings Till 8:00
Mrs. Ella Morris and
10
/
1
2
45
.494
44
Houston
Approval of the budget was
will enroll on Friday, Aug. 27, Six days will be used for proZipora Monday afternoon.
45 49 .479 12
Atlanta
withheld pending the outcome of
with regular classwork begin- fessional meetings and in-servMr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
42 52 .447 15
So. 12th St. 753-7114
Cincinnati
ning on"Ionday, Aug. 30.
ice education. These six days these efforts, after which the visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and
33 59 .35923
San Diego
The Trigg County School cal- are Aug. 26, Oct. 7 and 8, Feb. meeting adjourned.
Morris Jenkins Sunday night.
Friday's Results
endar covers 165 days for which 22, and April 13 and 14. VacaChicago 11 Philadelphia 2
school employes are account- tion times for both students and
Pittsburgh 2 San Diego 1
able and 175 days must be spent teachers include Nov. 26, Dec.
in classwork. Four holidays are 73 through 31, and April 10, 11,
Atlanta 3 Los Angeles 1
NE HOUR SERVICE
allowed
and 12.
San Francisco 4 Cinnati 3
St. Louis 6 Montreal 0
Houston 9 New York 4

Persons Are fined
In The City Court

Standings

Major League
Leaders

NORTH FORK
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Quotes
News

Rev. Wayne Todd
Is Church Speaker

Red Cross ...

I3usy body.
- 41 E1A

The No. 1
Selling Import
Truck

* RANTED *
Paper Boys

DATP11111

School Calendar
Is Set In Trigg

LassiterMcKinney
Datsun

Immediately
for

PAPER
ROUTE
APPLY AT

THE LEDGER& TIMES

SPECIAL

30YearsAgo'ThisWeek

Today's Probable Pitchers
San Diego (Norman 0-41 at
LIIID0611.•Min MA
Pittsburgh (Ellin 14-3).
at
Philadelphia (Fryman 5-3)
Deaths reported are Sandra Jean Jones, two day old daughter
Chicago (Hands 9-9).
Los Angeles (Alexander 1-1) of Mr. and Mrs. Coyle Jones, Thomas Roscoe Jenkins, age 77, and
Cecil Hay.
at Atlanta (Stone 2-3).
Otis Loving, Circuit Court Clerk, released the names of sixty
Montreal (McAnally 1-7) at
men drawn from the jury wheel by Judge Ira D. Smith for the
St. Louis (Gibson 64), night.
San Francisco (Marietta! 144) August term Of court.
Miss Marjorie Bowden was crowned as Miss Calloway County
at Cincinnati (Simpson 2-2),
by Mayor George Hart at the 4th annual Tobacco Festival held
night.
New York (Seaver 10-6) at July 12 at Murray High School. Her attendants are Miss Robbie
Nell Myers and Miss Helen Hire. The event was sponsored by the
Houston (Wilson 84), night.
Murray Wornani Club.
Sunday's Games
Recent graduates of Murray State College have accepted new
Positions. They are Guy Lovins, teacher at Almo High School, Lee
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh
Montreal at Chicago, 2
Redden, principal of Aurora High School, and R. C. Stewart,
New York at St. Louis
teacher at Columbus.
Miss Virginia Elizabeth Edwards and Coy Hale were married
San Francisco at Atlanta. 2
July 11 by Rev. R. F. Blankenship at the Kirksey Methodist
San Diego at Cincirmati, 2
Philadelphia at Houston, 2
parsonage.

DRY CLEANING

GOOD MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY ONLY

OFFER

JULY 19, 20, 21

TROUSERS, SWEATERS & PLAIN SKIRTS

2/$100 or 3/$1 25
FREE! Mothproofing-Mildew proofing

East Side of Square

We have shirt laundry Services here!

ONE-HOUR
Martinizin
ONE HOUR SERVIC
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Well, we welled
other day, we •
physical. Here it
last time we r•
over was at the
which was at le:
ago at the very
So we set up an :
Memphis and
Saturday right on
We were probed, •
peered at and in
felt of, gone o
cardiograme.
questioned. We
up to stay two or
the doctor couldn'
wrong so it was j deal.
There we were in
early to do an
to drive home sow
Holiday Inn for th
In the dining roo
band "Reid McCo
mon Law Catfish".
a lot better
Implies. Also seir•
State Students,
apparently, put on
show from the m
at Sea". Not bad.
McCoy played t
Herman Green the
had an electric
more strings, a
drums.The •
made Gene M
Chuck Simons gr Oh well, maybe no.
was good anyway.
Reading a new.
Louisiana in whi..
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to buy". Four of
some type of credit
fifth was, of all
Whoever heard of
Beading where a
-The Lord helps
themselves and .
helps those who d.
After seeing those .
storm damage in
we can be grateful
worse here.
Seems as though .
cables might be a ;
anyone living in a
unless it is loca
protected spot.
.• From October, 1
1971, "approximate
U.S. marshals pa
the screening of ov
domestic airplane
made 408 arrests an
110 weapons-co
pistols, knives,
shotguns and a h:
Also confiscated we
worth of narcotics a
cash."
No telling how man
were prevented by
process.
..According to
American Jurispr
page 189: "While
principle contain
Declaration of Ind
not have the force o,
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Kentucky: Cloudy
scatterd showers
derstortns. Chance
locally severe thu
central and east • •
the afternoon.
cloudiness tonight w
thunderstorms
Tuesday, fair, mil
humid. Highs today
mostly in the 806.
mostly in the 60s.
EXTENDED I
•
Kentucky: E
outlook, Wednesd
Friday. Fair to partl
mild Wedisatclay thr•
Lows upper 50s
increasing to the
Highs in the 80s.

